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Abstract 
In the Netherlands firms have difficulties to fill ICT vacancies that require employees with highly 

specialized skills, this causes an ongoing scarcity problem. Based on traditional labor market 

information methods, several classifications systems, such as ESCO and ECF have been developed, 

which can provide insights in the skills needed for ICT jobs. However, next to this scarcity problem, the 

skills needed for ICT jobs change rapidly and these frameworks are less appropriate in a dynamic 

context. This research provides a method in which skills can be automatically extracted from vacancies 

and shows how skills can be clustered. The method involves filtering with text mining by means of a 

part of speech tagger, SpaCy, and classifying candidate skills with neural networks, clustering is done 

with FuzzyWuzzy. Results show that the neural network model for unigrams can extract skills with a 

precision of 73% and a recall of 94%. Clustering shows which skills are most frequently asked in 

vacancies and which skills are recently more frequently asked in comparison with previous years. This 

research provides more insights into the dynamicity and scarcity problems in the Dutch ICT labor 

market as well as showcasing the potential of text mining methods for skills extraction on vacancies. 
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1 Introduction 
This chapter introduces the dynamicity and scarcity problems of ICT skills in the Dutch labor market 

and explains how this research aims to develop a text mining method to map these skills to show 

detailed insights in what skills are asked in ICT jobs in the Netherlands. 

1.1 Problem description 

A lot of countries are dealing with severe labor market problems. One of these problems entails firms 

reporting difficulties to fill vacancies requiring employees with highly specialized skills. This problem 

is not a temporary problem, but can be seen as a structural labor market problem. Moreover, it has 

been widely recognized that there is a shortage of information and communications technology (ICT) 

employees in OECD countries (Eichhorst et al., 2017; Eurostat, 2016; Spiezia et al., 2016; Walwei, 

2016). The European Commission forecasts the gap between demand and supply of ICT professionals 

in the EU to grow on average by 16.39% per year from 2013 to 2020 (Spiezia et al., 2016). More 

specifically, in the Netherlands this shortage can now be expressed as that there are four available job 

vacancies for an active ICT job seeker (Derksen et al., 2017). A survey conducted by the CBS on the 

economic climate in the Netherlands states that in the first quartile of 2019, 33% of the entrepreneurs 

in the ICT sector perceive a shortage of employees to be an obstruction in the growth of their 

companies (CBS, 2019). Next to this shortage, according to Spiezia et al. (2016) the skills that are 

needed for ICT jobs have been among the most changing ones in recent years in comparison with skills 

needed for other jobs. Technology and jobs in general, and more specifically, within the ICT 

environment are changing rapidly (European Commission, 2010). This means that there is not only a 

shortage, but also a dynamicity problem. A mismatch between skills needed in ICT jobs and skills 

taught in educations occurs, since the skills needed in the labor market are more rapidly changing as 

educational learning goals cannot keep up with these changes (te Velde et al., 2016). Recognizing the 

seriousness of the problem, the shortage of ICT skills has topped the agenda in European member 

states; a Digital Skills and Job Coalition has been established to develop a large digital talent pool and 

ensure that the European labor force is equipped with adequate digital skills. Despite a lot of efforts 

on the New Skills Agenda for Europe, which includes changing policies and trainings provided by firms 

to update ICT skills of employees, this shortage still persists and will continue to grow in upcoming 

years (Spiezia et al., 2016).  

Recent studies have been investigating the demand of ICT professionals, with a more emerging focus 

on the skills that are needed for these jobs (Spiezia, 2009; Wowczko, 2015). There is a growing 

agreement on the importance of skills as a key engine for economic growth, however there is less 

consensus on which competences and skills are demanded (Lopez-bassols, 2002). 
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In past research, skills could not be directly measured: either proxies have been used as measures for 

skills or surveys were conducted about skills for certain jobs. Based on these proxies several 

frameworks have been developed with regards to skills and occupations, e.g. ISCO, e-Competence 

framework, etc. However, in more recent research, one could, now as a direct measure by means of 

text mining, extract skills from online job vacancies. Online job vacancies have a big potential as source 

of information on the characteristics of job offers, job seekers and the duration of job postings (Spiezia 

et al., 2016). They are able to track labor market movements in real time, providing high frequency 

data. Furthermore, they permit the analysis of shifts in job profiles based on a large range of job 

requirements on skills, education and experience (Spiezia, 2009). 

It is argued that, approached with caution and appropriate tools, text mining might be a good method 

for measuring demand in skills directly from job vacancies (Aken et al., 2010; Beblavý et al., 2016; 

Spiezia, 2009; Surakka, 2005; Wowckzo, 2015). 

1.2 Aim and scope 

The future of labor markets is determined by several factors, such as technological change. 

Technological changes can lead to creative destruction in which old industries are replaced by new 

emerging ones (Schumpeter, 1942). Bresnahan et al., (2002) argue that the ongoing digital revolution 

is accelerating innovation and thus there is an increasing need for ICT skills. At the same time, ICT skills 

shortages have an indirect negative impact on firm’s performances and innovation (Forth & Mason, 

2006). Instead of a focusing on proxies and occupation title (a top-down approach), an alternative is 

to search in job vacancies (a bottom-up approach), i.e. to focus on extracted skills. This allows to better 

represent could better represent the real-time needs of what is demanded with respect to ICT jobs in 

the Netherlands. Insight in skills needed can lead to a decrease in the ICT skills gap and thus provide 

greater incentives for innovation. As text mining includes automated methods to extract information 

from large quantities of text, the proposed methodology can serve as a first step to develop similar 

methodologies to extract skills for other industries as well, and thus contributes to the development 

of labor market information systems. 

As mentioned in the previous section, due to digitalization the labor market is changing more rapidly 

than ever, as is the skill composition demanded by ICT employees. Next to this dynamicity problem, 

the ICT skills gap is predicted to grow. This means the amount and the composition of ICT employees 

is expected to change even more in upcoming years. Hence, a mismatch between the demand in skills 

of ICT jobs and supply in skills acquired during teaching has occurred. In this current situation, due to 

the dynamicity problem, there is a lack of an up-to-date skills analysis of the Dutch ICT job market and 

the proposed research is one step in this direction.  
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The aim of the study is to extract skills from a Dutch job vacancy dataset and then cluster the obtained 

skills to show which skills are demanded of ICT employees in the Netherlands and thus provides 

important insights into the demand side of the problem. Therefore, the main research question of this 

research is:  

How can text mining techniques contribute to a bottom-up methodology, i.e. extracting skills 

directly from Dutch job advertisements, to extrapolate skills demanded of ICT employees in the 

Netherlands? 

It is important to look at different aspects in order to answer this research question properly and 

therefore the following sub questions are proposed: 

1. How can ICT market characteristics be extrapolated by mining skills required in ICT job 

vacancies? 

This is answered by executing a text mining technique on the dataset and this way candidate 

skills can be extracted from texts. The text mining procedure is written in Python. 

2. What does the ICT labor market in the Netherlands look like in terms of skills?  

This question is answered by clustering the most frequent occurring skills. The goal of this 

question is to get a look on differences in demand of ICT jobs in comparison with previous 

years with regards to skills.  

3. What are the advantages and disadvantages of this methodology in addressing changes in 

labor market? 

The methodology will be compared to existing methodologies (e.g. top-down methodologies, 

using proxies, etc.) and to other frameworks (e.g. ISCO, ESCO, etc.). 

4. What policy and theoretical conclusions can be drawn for policy makers/education/firms with 

respect to these new insights? 

An overview in demand for ICT skills can be important for educational and governmental 

perspectives, as well as recruiters and firms.  
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2 Literature review 
This chapter includes a literature review on how the labor market is changing due to the diffusion of 

information and communication technologies, why digital skills are becoming more and more 

important and how, by means of text mining in online job vacancies, skills can be extrapolated.  

2.1 A changing labor market 

2.1.1 A digital revolution 

2.1.1.1  Concept of skills 

A skill can be defined as “the ability to do something well” (Papastephanou & Angeli, 2013, pp. 607). 

This concept is rather broad and should be defined appropriately for this research. Therefore, here we 

will follow the definitions of skills as proposed by the ESCO framework. The ESCO framework 

(explained in more detail in section 2.2.2) entails a model to map European Skills, Competences, 

Qualifications and Occupations (ESCO). The ESCO frameworks make a distinction between three 

different skills-related concepts: knowledge, skills itself and competences.  

• Knowledge is here defined as: “The body of facts, principles, theories and practices that is 

related to a field of work or study. Knowledge is described as theoretical and/or factual, and 

is the outcome of the assimilation of information through learning” (European Commission, 

2017, pp. 18). 

• A skill is defined as: “The ability to apply knowledge and use know-how to complete tasks and 

solve problems. Skills are described as cognitive (involving the use of logical, intuitive and 

creative thinking) or practical (involving manual dexterity and the use of methods, materials, 

tools and instruments)” (European Commission, 2017, pp. 18).  

• A competence is described as: “The proven ability to use knowledge, skills and personal, social 

and/or methodological abilities in work or study situations, and in professional and personal 

development” (European Commission, 2017, pp. 18).  

Next to these three concepts, the ESCO framework includes a mapping of qualifications relevant for 

the European labor market. Qualifications entail sets of skills. For this research the term skills is used 

in its broadest sense and can refer to any of the four mentioned concepts. However, as this research 

aims to extrapolate skills needed for jobs, only skills related to jobs are referred to.  

2.1.1.2 Impact on innovation 

According to (Perez, 2009) since the Industrial revolution, four more technological revolutions have 

taken place of which the most recent one is the Information and Telecommunications Technology 

(ICT) Revolution. It has started since 1971 and is continuing since. This ongoing revolution has had an 

impact on the labor market, since technological change is a main driver of creative destruction in 
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which old industries have been replaced by new ones (Breschi et al., 2000). A number of studies have 

investigated the relationships between technological change, skills and innovation.  

Already in 1988, research found that certain personal attributes increase individual creativity and thus 

innovation. Those personal attributes included personality traits, social skills and certain cognitive 

abilities (Amabile, 1988).  

Bresnahan et al., 2002 argue that the ongoing ICT revolution accelerates innovation. This means that 

the diffusion of information and communication technologies has increased the demand for skilled 

labor (Forth & Mason, 2006; Michaels et al., 2014; Spiezia, 2009). Thus, digital skills are highly needed 

in our society nowadays. Michaels et al. (2014) even argue that information and communication 

technologies have polarized the labor markets by increasing the demand for the highly educated 

workers at the expense of the medium educated workers. Their analysis on twelve different countries 

from 1980 to 2004, showed that countries with a faster ICT growth were undergoing a shift to higher 

levels of educated workers: from a high demand of medium educated workers to a high demand for 

highly educated workers. Moreover, technological change facilitates production processes and thus 

increases productivity (Hall et al., 2013; O’Mahony et al., 2008). Meanwhile, a lack of the right amount 

of skills decreases performance of firms and therefore hampers innovation. Evidence suggests that 

firms choose to tolerate skill shortages long enough until negative effects on performance are felt. 

Due to a lack of skills, labor productivity decreases, as well as a reduction in investments in physical 

capital and R&D (Forth & Mason, 2006). In addition, there are positive correlations between skills and 

utilization of ICT, as well as highly skilled workers and early adoption of new technologies. A number 

of studies have found evidence on ICT investment is increasing productivity (Bartel & Lichtenberg, 

1987; Brynjolfsson & Hitt, 1996; Jimenez et al., 1997). This means, there is strong evidence that ICT 

skills shortages have a negative indirect effect on performance, as they restrict companies in terms of 

both ICT adoption and intensity of use of ICTs. It can be concluded that skills, innovation and 

technological change are highly interrelated. 

2.1.1.3 Dynamicity and scarcity problems 

Due to the ICT Revolution not only the amount, but also the content of demanded skills has been 

changing. Several terms have been used to describe skills using digital technologies, such as ICT skills, 

technology skills, 21st century skills, digital literacy and digital skills (Schoolnet & Schoolnet, 2011). For 

this research the term skills will be used to refer to all skills needed to perform ICT jobs, this includes 

more general skills as well as digital skills.  

Research has found that 37% of the EU population between the age of 16 and 74 has insufficient digital 

skills with regards to their jobs (Vuorikari et al., 2016). Despite this large number, digital skills are vital 

for participation in today’s economy. The US Bureau of Labor Statistics predicted for the science, 
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technology, engineering and math fields more than 1.2 million jobs in the US to be unfulfilled in 2018 

(Woods, 2009). According to Ellis & Heneghan (2017), around 60% of CEOs consistently report digital 

skills shortages from 2014 to 2017. This reported digital skill shortage is distributed unequal across 

the world; North America having a 56% skills shortage reported, Latin America 64%, APAC 68% and 

Europe 63%. Big data skills are considered as the most in-demand skill, as 42% of respondents in 2017 

report followed by enterprise architecture, business analytics and technical architecture, with 

respectively 34%, 34% and 32% reported skills shortage. The demand for these skills varies significantly 

by the size of the organization. Larger organizations are experiencing greater skills shortages in digital, 

security and enterprise architecture, smaller organizations experience higher shortages for business 

analysis skills and project management (Ellis & Heneghan, 2017).   

Concluding, shortages and dynamicity in skills, and in particular in digital skills have caused and will 

cause several problems with regards to innovation and economic performance.  

2.1.2 Collecting labor market information 

An increase in computer power has resulted in information technologies processing large amounts of 

information at the same time. For the labor market this meant a change in the recruitment model: 

from firms waiting for the right candidates to actively searching for the right candidate with the right 

skills profile (European Commission, 2017). This means that job searching and matching is done more 

and more online. However, different actors in the labor market need to describe what they are 

offering or what they are searching for through characteristics that are often intangible (e.g. skills). 

These characteristics are defined as labor market information (LMI) , i.e. any information about the 

size and composition of the labor market, the way it functions, the opportunities which may be 

available to it, and the employment-related intentions of employers and employees (Johnson, 2016). 

In the past, labor market information was collected by means of surveys, interviews and observations, 

which means all three methods are rather subjective and the skills obtained are based on proxies 

(Johnson, 2016; Kobayashi et al., 2018). Moreover, Johnson (2016) distinguishes between different  

challenges of ‘traditional’ labor market information methods: 

• Time. A time lag between the date of collecting data and its publication date always exists. 

Moreover, classifications based on occupations do not change frequently, which means new 

emerging occupations are not included. This time aspect questions the temporal validity.  

• Accuracy. Sample sizes can often be too small, survey questions cannot be constructed 

appropriately or data are not processed reliable, which all lead to a decrease in accuracy of 

the data (Johnson, 2016).  
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• Cost. The costs for collecting labor market information are quite high. For example, the USA 

has spent more than 1 billion dollar per year on this topic. Moreover, governments have a 

monopoly on these data (Johnson, 2016).   

Despite these shortcomings, the importance of labor market information is widely recognized: 

• Policy makers need information on labor market dynamics; the supply and demand of the 

labor market to adjust their economic and social policies.  

• Educators are benefitting by insights into how the labor market is changing as a response to 

the demand in skills, knowledge and abilities, which allows them to adapt their curricula to 

these changes.  

• Career counselors need information about occupational profiles, working conditions, etc. to 

provide useful advice to job seekers and match the right employee  

• Employers can use this information to optimize their recruitment activities. 

• The International Labor Organization argues that information of labor markets is crucial for 

job creation, reducing poverty, social protection, and to adapting to business cycle shocks 

while maintaining competitiveness in an era of globalization (European Commission, 2017; 

Johnson, 2016).  

Next to the ‘traditional’ ways of collecting LMI, Real Time Labor Market Information (RT-LMI) has 

emerged. Similar to LMI, RT-LMI provides this up-to-date information through some form of web-

based data analytics using sources such as job postings and online resumes (Johnson, 2016).  

In comparison with traditional LMI, RT-LMI has some important advantages: 

• Real-time data. As the name says, data is collected in real-time. This means that the time lag 

between collecting the data and its publication date are minimized and this way up-to-date 

information is provided and trends and dynamism in jobs can be analyzed (Johnson, 2016; 

Sanchez & Levine, 2016). 

• “Actual data”. This data is not based on subjectivity or on proxies, but is directly collected 

from the Internet and analysis can be based on a near complete population of jobs (Johnson, 

2016). 

However some disadvantages can be distinguished as well. 

• Reliability and validity. It should be noted that a lot, but not all job openings are posted 

online. Next to that, one posting of a job is not per se equal to hiring one person. This also 

works the other way around: multiple job postings can be used to hire one person only. 

Moreover, a job posting can be posted for other purposes then simply hiring an employee for 

a function. It can be used for testing the market or collecting resumes. Despite deduplication 

techniques, one should also note the challenge of duplicating postings, in which a job can be 
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posted both on a company’s page as well as on a job board. Construction errors may also 

occur. These include the misrepresentation of job advertisements: what is stated in the 

advertisement itself, does not represent what is actually demanded of the job or important 

terms are vaguely used. Information can also be biased due to recruiters only putting in 

positive tasks of the job and neglecting the less attractive aspects (Kobayashi et al., 2018; 

Reamer, 2013). Geographically, data on location of the company can be misleading as well. 

For example the location of headquarter of the company might be in another location than 

the location where the office for the job is. 

• Cost and access. New approaches such as job posting analysis are often limited to private 

companies and thus this information is not publicly accessible. This could change if 

governments develop their own approaches which will be widely available for all labor market 

information users (Johnson, 2016).  

This overview of advantages and disadvantages partly answers research question 3: What are the 

advantages and disadvantages of this methodology in addressing changes in labor market? 

Concluding, there are several differences between the two approaches. Reamer (2013) argued if real-

time labor market information improves and becomes more accessible, it will provide a better value 

compared to traditional labor market information. However, Johnson (2016) nuances this view, as he 

argues the two approaches are complementary, each with its own strengths and weaknesses. The 

development of real-time labor market information could overcome the challenges of cost, time and 

coverage by traditional labor market information. This means that both authors do agree on the 

potential that real-time labor information has to offer. Kobayashi et al. (2018) which performed a text 

mining procedure on job postings argue that information extracted from vacancies by means of text 

mining can complement, enrich and strengthen traditional methods of job analysis.   

2.2 Existing classifications 

Based on collecting ‘traditional’ labor market information, several classification systems have been 

developed. Classification systems are important as they provide labor market statistics and use 

standardized concepts that allow data-aggregation and measure trends. In this section, the most 

important frameworks with regards to occupations, qualifications and skills in the labor market will 

be shortly discussed.  

2.2.1 ISCO-08 

The standard ISCO-08 stands for the International Standard Classification of Occupations 2008. It is a 

system for classifying occupational information obtained through surveys and administrative records. 

It shows a structured classification of all jobs in the world and is based on similarity in occupations, 
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skill level and skill specialization. One of the last main updates of the ISCO-08 framework included the 

changes in the information and communications technology sector. 

Important to note is that ISCO makes a distinction between occupations and jobs. Occupations are: 

“set of jobs whose main tasks and duties are characterized by a high degree of similarity”, whereas 

jobs can be defined as “set of tasks and duties carried out, by one person for a particular employer.” 

(“International Standard Classification of Occupations,” 2012, pp. 11) 

ISCO classifies all occupations with a certain code based on four levels of hierarchy. For example, code 

3513 means that this occupation is in the major group 3 which includes Technicians and Associate 

Professionals, it is in the subgroup 5 for Information and Communications, it is in the minor group 1 

for Information and Communications Technology Operations and User Support Technicians and, 

finally it is in the unit group 3 for Computer Network and Systems Technicians (i.e. the overall code is 

therefore 3513). All groups are described according to tasks and examples of occupations within the 

group.  

2.2.2 ESCO 

This framework is already briefly mentioned in section 2.1.1.1. The abbreviation ESCO stands for 

European Skills, Competences, Qualifications and Occupations (European Commission, 2017). This 

classification identifies and categorizes skills, competences, qualifications and occupations for the 

European labor market. ESCO classification builds further on the ISCO framework and focuses more 

on skills, but it is restricted to European occupations only. The ESCO framework is based on three 

interrelated pillars (see figure 2.A): 

• Occupations pillar. This pillar includes all 2942 occupations that are seen as relevant to the 

European labor market. ESCO makes a distinction between occupations and jobs. Occupations 

are classified based on the ISCO-08. Whereas the ISCO-08 framework provides the occupation 

groups, the ESCO framework matches all relevant occupations to these groups.  

• Skills pillar. This pillar includes knowledge, skills and competences (see section 2.1.1 A digital 

revolution). Each occupation is linked to essential and optional knowledge, skills and 

competences, where optional knowledge reflects the diversity of jobs within the same 

occupation.  

This pillar includes four levels of knowledge, skills and competences reusability. Competence 

reusability means how widely a skill or competence concept can be applied: 

1 The transversal level can be applied to a broad range of occupations and sectors. These 

skills can be categorized as e.g. thinking, languages, application of knowledge, social 

interactions and attitudes and values. 
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2 The cross-sector level, which includes skills relevant to occupations for several economic 

sectors. 

3 The sector-specific level, which includes skills to one sector but relevant for multiple 

occupations within that sector. 

4 The occupation-specific level, which occurs in one occupation only.  

• Qualifications pillar. This pillar provides a comprehensive list of qualifications that are relevant 

for the European Labor market. 

 
Figure 2-A. ESCO with its interrelated pillars.  

One of the aims of ESCO is to help to better understand a jobseeker’s knowledge, skills and 

competences based on work experience and education (European Commission, 2017).  

2.2.3 EQF 

The abbreviation EQF stands for European Qualifications Framework (European Commission, 2018). 

It is a common European reference framework and aims to make qualifications more readable and 

understandable across different countries. The EQF is based on eight reference levels distinguished 

based on differences in learning outcomes, i.e. skills, knowledge and autonomy-responsibility. Every 

country can develop a national qualifications framework (NQF) to implement the EQF. Knowledge, 

skills and autonomy-responsibility are seen as learning outcomes, each consisting of eight levels 

defined by a set of indicating descriptors, see figure 2-B for a description of the eight different levels 

of knowledge.  
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Figure 2-B. EQF of the learning outcome: knowledge.  

2.2.4 ECF 3.0 

The abbreviation ECF 3.0 stands for European e-Competence Framework version 3.0 (European 

Commission, 2010). This framework provides a reference of 40 competences, specifically for the ICT 

workplace, in Europe. It does not cover every possible competence, however. A competence is 

selected through a process of engaging stakeholders who prioritize certain competences over others 

based on knowledge and experience. On the other hand, not all competences included in the model 

are exclusively unique for ICT jobs.  

ECF 3.0 is based on four different dimensions (see figure 2-C):  

• Dimension 1: 5 e-Competence areas that are derived from the ICT business process: plan, 

build, run, enable and manage. 
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• Dimension 2: reference competences for each area (in total 40), with a description for each 

competence. 

• Dimension 3: level of proficiency for each competence. 

• Dimension 4: Knowledge and skills related to the E-competences in dimension 2 (European 

Commission, 2010).  

 
Figure 2-C. ECF 3.0 example.  

2.2.5 PIAAC 

The abbreviation PIAAC stands for Program for International Assessment of Adult Competencies. The 

aim of the PIACC scheme is to assess the skills of literacy, numeracy and problem solving in technology-

rich environments. This scheme provides more insights into skills to help countries to develop ways to 

further improve these skills.  

The PIAAC scheme defines literacy as “understanding, evaluating, using and engaging with written 

texts to participate in society, to achieve one’s goals, and to develop one’s knowledge and candidate” 

(OECD, 2012, pp. 20) Second, numeracy is defined as “the ability to access, use, interpret and 

communicate mathematical information and ideas, in order to engage in and manage the 
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mathematical demands of a range of situations in adult life” (OECD, 2012, pp. 34). Last, problem 

solving in technology-rich environments is defined as: “using digital technology, communication tools 

and networks to acquire and evaluate information, communicate with others and perform practical 

tasks. The first PIAAC problem-solving survey focuses on the abilities to solve problems for personal, 

work and civic purposes by setting up appropriate goals and plans, and accessing and making use of 

information through computers and computer networks” (OECD, 2012, pp. 45). Although the PIAAC 

scheme is not a classification system in the general sense, as it provides more of an assessment with 

a focus on skills in technology-rich environments, i.e. digital skills. It portrays how important these 

skills are and tries by means of an assessment to improve them.  

2.2.6 Towards RT-LMI  

Concluding, these classifications differ from each other and have somewhat different aims. However, 

some important similarities can be found when comparing these classifications.  

• All frameworks are based on non-durable concepts. The labor market is constantly evolving. 

New occupations can emerge, or old ones can become obsolete. The nature of occupations 

can change and with it its accessory skills, competences and knowledge. Next to that, 

terminology of skills and occupations changes. Qualifications can become outdated and new 

ones will emerge.  

• Newer versions of the classifications were mainly updated because of changes in the digital 

domain, i.e. the different classification schemes ISCO-08, ESCO and EQF. Moreover, ECF 3.0 

and PIAAC are frameworks explicitly focused in this domain. Thus, once again, this reflects the 

importance and dynamicity of skills with regards to ICT related occupations.    

• Although these classifications are all different, they serve similar purposes. Whether it is 

qualifications, skills, competences or knowledge, they are all related to certain demands in 

the labor market and are distinguished according to certain levels or dimensions. The 

frameworks try to capture concepts and make classifications based on similar aims. For 

example, the frameworks help policy makers formulate policies that improve digital skills 

building, help plan education and training to improve competences and skills of specific 

groups. Furthermore, the European frameworks aim to be a reference point for concepts, in 

that they can be used in one common language for several countries.  

These classifications systems are all based on data that is collected in traditional ways (see 2.1.2 

collecting labor market information). The European Commission (2017) explicitly mentions that one 

of the aims of the ESCO is to support evidence-based policy making by enhancing the collection, 

comparison and dissemination of data in skills intelligence and statistical tools, and enabling better 

analysis of skills supply and demand in real-time based on big data. It is argued that big data research 
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can improve the ESCO classification (European Commission, 2017). Moreover, the Bureau of Labor 

Statistics argues that text analysis of labor market information can contribute to development of the 

Standard Occupational Classification System. It can help to decide about classifying occupations: 

emerging new ones, removing declining ones and adjusting existing ones (Reamer, 2013).  

As previously mentioned in 2.1.2 there are some advantages and disadvantages for both traditional 

ways collecting LMI and RT-LMI. However, Aken et al., 2010 argues that a lot of the classifications 

mentioned in 2.2.1-2.2.5 are not representative for actual jobs and the set of skills that employers 

might require. Therefore, it would be helpful to determine which skills firms actually demand (Aken 

et al., 2010).  

Spiezia (2009) proposes a way to improve LMI by means of directly extracting information on job 

vacancies, i.e. by means of text mining (TM). This means a shift from traditional LMI to RT-LMI. 

Recently, online job vacancies are recognized as important in providing RT-LMI. Text mining can help 

in analyzing trends in skills demand across time, occupations, companies and geographical regions, as 

these types of information are generally provided in vacancies (Kobayashi et al., 2018).  

Concluding, based on collecting ‘traditional’ labor market information, several classification systems 

have been developed. However, these classification systems can be further improved by using RT-LMI, 

which can be obtained by doing TM.  

2.3 Text mining 

Due to ICT Revolution unstructured data are rapidly outgrowing structured data, i.e. around 80% of a 

firm’s data are unstructured (Prufer & Prufer, 2019). This of course, comes with new challenges and 

opportunities. The most straightforward challenge is how to manage these large fields of data and 

extract meaning, as manually annotating or coding would be very labor intensive. This is where TM 

comes in. TM tries to extract, by means of automated machine learning and statistical methods, 

information from unstructured data (Prufer & Prufer, 2019). Therefore TM can offer an efficient and 

reliable solution in extracting information from unstructured data (Kobayashi et al., 2018).  

TM has gained a lot of attention in past years (Sanchez & Levine, 2016). TM methods are used in 

governmental, research and business contexts. They are widely used in the security, biomedical, 

software, online media and business domains (Dang & Ahmad, 2014).  

TM is a wide concept and includes several different methods. Depending on the kind of information 

that is needed out of a text, an appropriate method can be selected. The following general TM 

approaches can be distinguished (Dang & Ahmad, 2014; VijayGaikwad et al., 2014): 

• Information Retrieval (IR). IR finds material (e.g. documents) of an unstructured nature (e.g. 

texts) that satisfies an information need from within large collections. An example of IR would 

be search engines, e.g. Google.  
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• Information Extraction (IE). IE is concerned with extracting information from texts. Instances 

of pre-defined entities (e.g. dates, names, locations, etc.) and relations between them can be 

identified. 

• Text categorization. Categorization assigns documents to an a priori defined set of topics 

based on their contents. An example of text categorization would be your e-mail box 

automatically categorizing certain e-mails as spam.  

• Text clustering. Clustering aims to find structures within text. Based on these structures, 

subgroups, i.e. clusters, are made. Each text is then placed into a cluster. The main difference 

between categorization and clustering is that categorization is supervised, i.e. categories are 

a priori defined, whereas clustering is unsupervised, i.e. the clusters are defined based on the 

structures extracted from the texts. 

• Summarization. Summarization tries to reduce the length and detail of a document while 

retaining most important points and general meaning.  

This research applies automatic term extraction, here it is tried to automatically extract relevant 

terms, i.e. for this research skills, from documents, i.e. for this research vacancies.  

2.3.1 TM on vacancies  

As previously mentioned, TM is a promising technique to collect RT-LMI. A collection of recent studies 

has used TM techniques on datasets of job vacancies to extract RT-LMI and more specifically, skills.  

Debortoli et al., (2014) use TM to develop a competency taxonomy for big data (BD) and business 

intelligence (BI) skills. They concluded that business knowledge is as important as technical skills for 

working successfully in BD and BI jobs. The BD jobs demanded more for software development and 

statistical skills, whereas the BI jobs were demanding skills relating to commercial products of larger 

software vendors. They used Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) to extract word usage patterns and their 

meaning. LSA is based on the idea that contexts in which a word appear, or does not appear, 

determines for a large part its meaning. For BI they found fifteen areas of competency with their 

taxonomy. For example, BI jobs demand working with BI platforms, e.g. SAP technologies. 

Another study has extracted almost 250.000 job advertisements for computing jobs with TM (Aken et 

al., 2010). They parsed the texts to identify and extract job skill terms, with an initial set of terms based 

on prior research. The skills they extracted included technical, programming, business and soft skills. 

Performing a cluster analysis to group all the job vacancies based on similar skills sets, they have found 

twelve different clusters with, in total 69 most important skills. This means each cluster that was 

derived, contained vacancies that were closely linked to others based on the skills they required. They 

found the most frequently mentioned skills in computing job advertisements to be security, C/C++, 

SQL, programming and Microsoft Operating Systems. The clusters represented twenty job definitions. 
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They reviewed them manually and assigned to every cluster a job title, description and the 

corresponding most important skills that were required. An example of one cluster can be found in 2-

D. 

 
Figure 2-D. Cluster of web programmers with its job description and corresponding skills 

The twenty job definitions are then classified into five larger general job classifications based on 

similarities in skills. These general job classifications include: web developers, software developers, 

database developers, managers and analysts.  

Kobayashi et al. (2018) applied a text mining approach to automatically classify job information from 

vacancies and assessed whether worker attributes necessary for effective job performance emerged 

from the vacancies. Their research served two aims: to be able to classify job information types and 

to extract worker attributes. Therefore, a distinction was made between work activities (e.g. tasks) 

and worker attributes (e.g. skills). They used a classifier and classified 270.000 work activity sentences 

and 317.000 worker attribute sentences. Doing a post-evaluation, experts in the field of analysis were 

asked to validate the tasks obtained from the model. The second aim was to analyze extracted worker 

attributes, i.e. find worker attributes construct and use them for clustering jobs. Therefore, topic 

modeling was used. An example of one of the derived topics can be found in 2-E. This topic pertains 

the attribute to learn new things quickly. They concluded that is indeed possible to accurately classify 

job information from vacancies and that behavioral characteristics demanded by employers can be 

derived.  

 
Figure 2-E. topic 86: learning new things. 

According to Wowczko (2015), by means of TM on vacancies, occupations can be identified with their 

corresponding skills. She labelled occupations based on vacancies into seven different categories 

based on k-nearest neighbor classifier. The classified categories are: tester, support, lead, engineer, 

developer, analyst and administrator. She then visualized the top 20 bigrams including important skill 

based on the most frequent appearing bigrams for every category.  
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Figure 2-F. Top 20 bigrams for administrators 

Concluding, as mentioned in previous sections, due to digitalization the labor market is said to be 

changing more rapidly than ever, as are the skills demanded by ICT employees. Frameworks based on 

occupations and skills need to be continuously updated in order to keep up with these developments. 

Next to this dynamicity problem, the ICT skills gap is predicted to grow. Some research is done on 

extracting skills from job vacancies by means of TM. However, there is a lack of an analysis of skills of 

jobs in the Dutch ICT labor market and the proposed research is a step in this direction. This study will 

try to extract skills from a Dutch job vacancy dataset and classify the most frequent ones. This will 

show which skills are demanded of ICT employees in the Netherlands and thus provides important 

insights in the demand side of the problem. These skills can be seen as complementary to the already 

existing frameworks discussed in 2.3.  
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3 Method 
This section will discuss the method on how skills can be extracted from a dataset of ICT job vacancies. 

It is elaborated on what software is used, how the data is explored and the necessary theory is 

provided in order to be able to extrapolate skills from job vacancies. The TM procedure is executed 

and the most frequent skills are clustered to provide insights in demand in skills. Additionally, neural 

networks are built on the annotated extrapolated skills and non-skills to be able to automatically 

classify candidate skills, which are not annotated, as either a skill or a non-skill.  

3.1 Extrapolating skills 

In order to answer research question 1: How can ICT market characteristics be extrapolated by mining 

skills required in ICT job vacancies?  The method will include the following steps: 

1. Exploring the dataset 

2. Preparing the data 

3. Filtering with POS-tag patterns 

4. Extracting candidate skills  

5. Manual divide candidate skills in skills vs non-skills 

6. Building neural networks 

7. Evaluate models 

3.1.1 Exploring the dataset 

TM incorporates methods to extract information from unstructured data. In this research a dataset of 

ICT vacancies in the Netherlands is used for analysis. The dataset contains data on all online ICT 

vacancies for four years: from 2014 up to 2017. It is scraped from the web by a company called Job 

digger. The original dataset consists of 288.856 vacancies (see table 3-A). This means the full text of 

the vacancy scraped from the web by a company, Jobdigger, is obtained.  

Table 3-A. Number of vacancies in the obtained dataset. 
Dataset Vacancies 

Total 288.856 

Empty 7095 

Non-Dutch 35.821 

Dutch 245.940 

Next to this data, other columns contain data on for example, the name of the company or the 

company’s location. The focus for this research will be on the text of the vacancy itself and its date of 

web crawling.  

An example of a part of a vacancy can be found below in figure 3-A, where skills are highlighted with 

yellow markings. 
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Figure 3-A: Example of skills highlighted in a part of a vacancy 

In total, thirty random vacancies are manually explored. Based on these steps, the following important 

observations can be made: 

1. Every line in the vacancy consists of HTML-tags, such as </div> at the beginning and <div> at 

the ending.  

2. Skills are not clustered in one part of the vacancies, but are spread across the whole vacancies. 

3. Some vacancies are in English, others in Dutch.  

4. Sometimes the tokens are not well readable. For example KPI’s is written in figure 3-A as 

KPI&apos;s. 

5. Looking grammatically at the text, the text contains tokens. A token just means a sequence of 

characters, such as Nederlands (Bird, Klein, & Loper, 2013). In the vacancy, some skills consist 

of one token only. Other skills consist of multiple tokens that together represent a skill. In 

figure 3-A for example werkt nauw samen (working closely together) consists of three tokens, 

whereas Nederlands (Dutch) is consists of one token only.  

6. In this research skills can come with articles, such as de, het and een in Dutch. For example, in 

figure 3-A leiden tot een hogere performance contains een. 

More detailed statistics distinguishing between different years can be found in table 3-B. As can be 

seen from the table, the number of vacancies increases significantly over the short period of five years 

(data for 2018 is included as well, see section 3.1.8 Evaluate models).  

 

 

 

<div><div><div><div><h1>Data Scientist, Eindhoven</h1>  
<h2><a><small>Aangeboden in <b>eindhoven</b> door:</small> ENGIE Services</a> <a>Volg dit 
bedrijf</a> <a>in Eindhoven</h2></a>  
</div><div><div><h6>38x bekeken  Online sinds eergisteren</h6>  
</div></div></div><br/><div><div>Functieomschrijving 
<br/>Je behandelt vraagstukken die leiden tot toegevoegde waarde uit beschikbare data tot 
mitigerende maatregelen of die leiden tot een hogere performance (KPI&apos;s) 
<br/>Je draagt zorg voor het verkrijgen en selecteren van relevante data 
<br/>Je zoekt actief naar nieuwe patronen in deze data om deze in samenspraak met de business 
developers verder te ontwikkelen en uiteindelijk te implementeren 
<br/>Je werkt nauw samen met de andere data scientists, IT-developers en Business Developers 
<br/><ul><li>WO werk- en denkniveau</li>  
<li>Je hebt kennis van- en ervaring met JIRA, R, MONGO/DB, OTAP, Hadoop en MS Office</li>  
<li>Het is een pr&#233; wanneer je aantoonbare affiniteit hebt met verduurzaming, energie en 
vastgoed</li>  
<li>Je werkt graag in een dynamische omgeving, waar geen enkele dag hetzelfde is</li>  
<li>Communicatief zeer vaardig in zowel Nederlands en Engels</li>  
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Table 3-B. Number of vacancies and statistics on tokens in vacancies per year.  
2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

# of vacancies 44.831 61.351 65.802 73.956 842.98 

Min. # of tokens in vacancies 9 9 14 9 11 

Max. # of tokens in vacancies 17.094 17.066 30.579 29.100 30.857 

Average # of tokens in vacancies 2.981 3.105 3.170 3.060 3.112 

Total # of tokens in vacancies 133.639.271 190.492.136 208.620.419 226.295.446 262.326.078 

 

3.1.2 Preparing the data 

After analyzing some vacancies in the dataset, as can be seen from figure 2-D, some data 

preparation needs to be done on the dataset in order to apply an appropriate text mining method.  

3.1.2.1 Software 

For this research Python has been used programming language. Python is a simple, but powerful 

programming language. It is said to have an excellent functionality for processing linguistic data. 

Python is heavily used in education, research and businesses. It is known for facilitating productivity, 

quality and maintainability of the software (Bird et al., 2013). Moreover, Python can be directly 

downloaded from the Internet. Python works with libraries. A library consists of a collection of 

modules. In turn, modules are lines of codes which are used for a specific purpose. The most popular 

library for TM is the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK), which was written in Python and is said to be 

easy to learn. R and Perl are appropriate alternatives for TM as well. However, based on its shallow 

learning curve and the aforementioned reasons, Python was chosen as programming language (Bird 

et al., 2013). More specifically, the most up-to-date version of Python, Python 3.7, is used.  

3.1.2.2 Code 

As a first step the datasets needs to be loaded in Python. Therefore, the Pandas library needs to be 

imported. For this part of the analysis only its reference number and the vacancy text are used. For 

the vacancies, it is checked if there are any missing values, resulting in 7.095 vacancies to be removed 

from the dataset (see table 3-A).  

In section 3.1.1. it is mentioned that the dataset consists of several HTML tags as <br/>. These were 

removed from the dataset as well.  

Again, in the example of section 3.1.1 it was seen that Text in files is encoded in a particular way, since 

computers operate using numbers. In HTML, often the American Standard Code for Information 

Interchange (ASCII) is used. This encoding consists of a seven bits coding which matches every 

character with a number and this means 2^7=128 characters can be encoded with ASCII. Languages 

often use more characters. For example, words containing an ‘é’ or simply the ‘+’-characters are not 

supported in ASCII. For this reason character references are used which refer to these not supported 

characters (Bird et al., 2013). This means that in a text the word pr&#233 needs to be read as pré 
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(advantage). Using regular expressions in Python, the most important characters are replaced. This 

means pré can indeed be displayed in vacancies as pré. 

In 3.1.1 it is mentioned that the dataset consists of both Dutch and English vacancies. Since, this 

research aims to extract skills from a Dutch job vacancy dataset, the English vacancies can be omitted. 

This is done by a library that can automatically detect the language from a text. After detecting the 

language for all vacancies, it was found that 35.821 vacancies were detected as not Dutch (see table 

3-A). Note that this also includes vacancies of which a language could not be detected from, e.g. that 

there were too few tokens in the vacancy to detect a certain language. For further processing, the 

non-Dutch vacancies were excluded from the dataset, which means after pre-processing the dataset 

contains 245.940 vacancies.  

As mentioned in section 3.1.1 in observation 6, skills can come with articles. Therefore, these were 

removed from the dataset as well. Since, for example the skill selecteren van relevante data can occur 

as selecteren van de relevante data.   

The exact code for preprocessing can be found in appendix 7.1. 

3.1.3 Filtering with POS-tag patterns 

As previously mentioned in section 2.3 the TM technique that is applied here is automatic term 

extraction. Relevant literature suggests a syntactic approach for automatic term extraction: 

Toshihide et al., propose a method to automatically extract terms on protein-protein interactions from 

texts. They state that sentences contain a significant number of protein names and word patterns that 

indicate the type of relationship between them. With some simple POS (part of speech) rules they 

have extracted with high recall and precision the wanted protein-protein interactions.  

Dave & Varma (2010) make use of POS-tag patterns to extract keywords from webpages in order to 

place advertisements that are contextually related to the web page content. They removed stop words 

from texts and extracted for every sentence n-grams (up to length six), since they found amongst their 

candidates of length greater than six, a negligible number of candidates. They picked their most 

frequent POS-tag patterns from their annotated data and used them as input for their classifier, as 

well as POS-tags of the tokens surrounding the keywords.  

More specifically, Daille (1996) designed POS-tag patterns as filters and combined them with some 

statistical methods to measure its accuracy in extracting terminology from corpora.  

Previously mentioned in section 1.2.1 for this research skills are used in its broadest sense. Next to 

that, as well previously mentioned in section 3.1.1, skills are spread across the whole length of the 

vacancies and skills can occur as one token, but can also occur as a sequence of tokens. Based on this 

information, and aforementioned relevant literature, a syntactic approach is suggested for this 
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research. It is assumed here, as well as in related literature, that terms of a specific domain, i.e. for 

this research skills, have a similar syntactic structure. 

As aforementioned literature states tokens can be tagged with a part of speech. This means that every 

word is classified according to their parts of speech, i.e. grammatical category (Lossio-ventura et al., 

2014). For example, the Dutch word adviseren (advise) is a verb and therefore should be given the tag 

verb. Several libraries contain part of speech taggers, the choice of choosing the right one can make a 

huge difference in results. Based on the research of Al Omran & Treude (2017) which compared four 

Natural Language Processing (NLP) libraries for analyzing software documentation found that SpaCy’s 

overall accuracy was the highest amongst the four. Moreover, they found SpaCy to be faster than 

many other libraries, which is convenient, because of the enormous dataset that is used for analysis 

(see table 3-B). Important to note is that a lot of TM is done for texts in English. As this research is 

done on Dutch natural language, the number of libraries useful for analysis is quite limited. However, 

SpaCy supports several languages, including Dutch. Therefore and because of the reasons mentioned 

before, the SpaCy library is used for analysis.  

After analyzing the thirty vacancies mentioned in section 3.1.1 the following thirteen POS-tag patterns 

in table 3-C were obtained to reflect candidate skill, this was done based on the patterns of POS-tags 

that reflect skills. For this research everything that is obtained through the specific set of patterns, 

which are the POS-tag patterns that are run on the vacancies, is seen as a candidate skill.  

Table 3-C. POS-tag patterns 
Tokens Sequence of extraction ENT 

4 VERBADPADJNOUN  

3 ADJNOUNVERB  

3 VERBADPNOUN  

3 NOUNNOUNNOUN  

2 NOUNVERB  

2 VERBNOUN  

2 NOUNNOUN  

2 NOUNNUM  

2 ADJNOUN  

1 ADJ  

1 NOUN MISC 

1 NOUN NONE 

1 VERB  

Running these POS-tag patterns on a subset of the vacancies, the candidate skills were often 

incomplete. For example, analyseren van data (analyzing data), under the POS-tag pattern 

VERBADPNOUN, was extracted from the dataset, however analyseren van big data (analyzing big 

data) VERBADPADJNOUN, was not. Therefore, twenty more vacancies were analyzed to obtain POS-

tag patterns for which skills occurred. By means of this and by human knowledge of the Dutch 
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language 24 more patterns were added to the relevant POS-tag patterns, which means in total 37 

relevant POS-tag patterns can be extracted from vacancies to extrapolate skills (see table 3-D).  

Table 3-D. Examples of how skills occur in Dutch natural language. POS, NER tags and extra rules for extraction are provided. 
Tokens Expression Example Remove duplicates ENT 

6 VERBADPADJNOUNNOUNNOUN beheren van goede ICT netwerk 

systemen (managing of proper ICT 

network systems) 

    

6 ADJNOUNNOUNNOUNADPVERB goede ICT netwerk systemen te beheren 

(to manage proper ICT network systems) 

    

5 ADJNOUNNOUNNOUNVERB goede ICT netwerk systemen beheren 

(manage proper ICT network systems) 

    

5 ADJNOUNNOUNADPVERB goede netwerk systemen te beheren 

(to manage network systems) 

    

5 VERBADJNOUNNOUNNOUN beheert goede ICT netwerk systemen 

(manage proper ICT network systems) 

    

5 VERBADPADJNOUNNOUN beheren van goede netwerk systemen 

(managing of proper network systems) 

NOUN not in n+5   

5 VERBADPNOUNNOUNNOUN beheren van ICT netwerk systemen 

(managing of ICT network systems) 

    

4 NOUNNOUNNOUNVERB ICT netwerk systemen beheren 

(manage ICT network systems) 

ADJ not in n-1   

4 NOUNNOUNADPVERB netwerk systemen te beheren 

(to manage network systems) 

ADJ not in n-1, NOUN not in n-1   

4 VERBADJNOUNNOUN beheert goede netwerk systemen 

(manage proper ICT network systems) 

NOUN not in n+4   

4 VERBNOUNNOUNNOUN beheert ICT netwerk systemen 

(manage ICT network systems) 

    

4 VERBADPADJNOUN beheren van goede systemen 

(managing of proper network systems) 

    

4 VERBADPNOUNNOUN beheren van netwerk systemen 

(managing of network systems) 

    

4 ADJNOUNNOUNNOUN  goede ICT netwerk systemen 

(proper ICT network systems) 

    

4 ADJNOUNNOUNVERB goede netwerk systemen beheren 

(manage proper network systems) 

    

4 ADJNOUNADPVERB goede systemen te beheren 

(to manage proper systems) 

    

3 ADJNOUNVERB goede systemen beheren 

(manage proper systems) 

    

3 NOUNNOUNNUM Adobe Photoshop 2012 NOUN not in n-1   

3 VERBADJNOUN beheert goede systemen 

(manage proper systems) 

    

3 VERBNOUNNOUN  beheert netwerk systemen 

(manage network systems) 

    

3 VERBADPNOUN beheren van systemen 

(manage of systems) 

NOUN not in n+3   
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3 ADJNOUNNOUN goede netwerk systemen  

(proper network systems) 

NOUN not in n+3, VERB not in 

n+3, VERB not in n-1, ADP not in 

n+3, ADP not in n-1 

  

3 NOUNNOUNNOUN ICT netwerk systemen 

(ICT network systems) 

ADJ not in n-1, ADP not in n-1, 

VERB not in n+3, VERB not in n-1 

  

3 NOUNNOUNVERB netwerk systemen beheren 

(manage network systems) 

ADJ not in n-1, NOUN not in n-1   

3 NOUNADPVERB systemen te beheren 

(to manage systems) 

NOUN not in n-1,   

3 ADPNOUNVERB van systemen beheren 

(of managing systems) 

    

3 VERBADJADV werkt goed samen 

(works well with others) 

    

2 NOUNNOUN Adobe Photoshop ADJ not in n-1, ADP not in n-1, 

NOUN not in n+2, ADP not in 

n+2, NUM not in n+2, VERB not 

in n-1, VERB not in n+2 

MISCMISC 

2 VERBNOUN beheert systemen 

(manages systems) 

NOUN not in n+2   

2 ADJNOUN goede systemen 

(proper systems) 

NOUN not in n+2, ADP not in 

n+2, VERB not in n+2, VERB not 

in n-1 

  

2 NOUNNOUN netwerk systemen 

(network systems) 

ADJ not in n-1, ADP not in n-1, 

NOUN not in n+2, ADP not in 

n+2, NUM not in n+2, VERB not 

in n-1, VERB not in n+2 

NONENONE 

2 NOUNNUM Photoshop 2012 NOUN not in n-1 MISC 

2 NOUNVERB systemen beheren 

(manage systems) 

NOUN not in n-1, ADJ not in n-1, 

ADP not in n-1 

  

1 VERB Beheren 

(manage) 

 

ADP not in n+1, ADP not in n-1, 

NOUN not in n-1, ADJ not in n+1, 

NOUN not in n+1 

  

1 ADJ Flexibel 

(flexible) 

NOUN not in n+1, ADV not in 

n+1, PROPN not in n-1 

  

1 NOUN Photoshop  NOUN not in n-1, ADJ not in n-1, 

NOUN not in n+1, ADP not in 

n+1, VERB not in n+1, ADP not in 

n-1, VERB not in n-1 

MISC 

1 NOUN systemen  

(systems) 

 

NOUN not in n-1, ADJ not in n-1, 

NOUN not in n+1, ADP not in 

n+1, VERB not in n+1, ADP not in 

n-1, VERB not in n-1 

NONE 
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3.1.4 Extracting candidate skills  

In this step, the candidate skills that matches the relevant POS-tag patterns need to be extracted from 

the dataset. Skills can be extracted from the dataset by extracting only the relevant POS-tags or 

combinations of POS-tags from the dataset. The data used for analysis is converted to a dictionary 

datatype. A dictionary in Python is similar to a real dictionary as it provides an efficient way to look 

things up. In Python a dictionary always contains key value pairs, this is explained by means of an 

example: 

A list of dictionaries called book looks like this: 

book = [ {“reference”: “1, “word”: “presentaties”, “pos”: “NOUN”}, {“reference”: “1, “word”: “geven”, 

“pos”: “VERB”}] 

Here the list contains two dictionaries with three key value pairs. The first key, reference, contains the 

value 1. Now since the data is saved in a dictionary it is easy to extract the relevant POS-tag patterns. 

If we want to extract the relevant POS-tag patterns NOUNVERB, we only have to check whether the 

key pos contains NOUN and if the subsequent pos contains VERB. This is done for POS-tag patterns in 

table 3-D. Extra attention is paid to occurring of “double” candidate skills. For example, when taking 

a look at table 3-C, the POS-tag pattern goede systemen beheren (managing proper systems) matches 

POS-tag pattern: ADJNOUNVERB. The POS-tag pattern: NOUNVERB also occurs in the table as a 

candidate skill. This means that if goede systemen beheren is extracted from the vacancy, it should not 

be extracted a second time as goede systemen. Appendix 7.1 shows the script with the logical 

operators to make sure duplicate candidate skills are not extracted (Downey, 2012).  

In order to be able to make a difference between POS-tag patterns that are NOUNS, such as systemen 

and NOUNS, such as Photoshop, SpaCy’s named entity recognition (NER) is used. Named entities refer 

to specific category of words, such as organizations (Bird et al., 2013). SpaCy’s NER for Dutch supports 

identification of PER (persons), LOC (locations), ORG (organizations) and MISC (miscellaneous) 

categories. It is assumed here, that every token identified as a noun and with named entity recognition 

miscellaneous could be a candidate skill. As a last note SpaCy provides the option to normalize the 

tokens. As ICT and ict both occur in vacancies, but are not the same token according to Python, the 

normalized tokens in the POS-tag patterns are extracted as candidate skills.  

3.1.5 Manual divide candidate skills in skills vs. non-skills 

A total number of 26.702.861 candidate skills were extracted from the dataset, which could be 

deduced to 1.330.209 unique candidate skills. For every POS-tag pattern tables 3-E, 3-F, 3-G and 3-H 

provide the number of candidate skills extracted and the number of unique candidate skills, 

including the most frequent occurring candidate skill.  
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Now we have all the candidate skills extracted. This means that next to relevant skills as adviseren 

(advise) and communicatieve vaardigheden (communicative skills) also not relevant skills will be 

extracted that match the relevant POS-tag patterns as eten (eat) and mooie bloemen (nice flowers). 

Per category of POS-tag pattern a frequency distribution is made to show which are the most occurring 

candidate skills and non-skills in vacancies. The idea is by selecting those skills and non-skills and 

placing them into the lists of skills, skills are here extracted bottom-up and this way in the end the 

most important skills will be sifted out of vacancies. From previous research it looks arbitrary how 

many skills there should or could be identified. Wowczko (2015) provides us with top twenty bigrams 

for different job categories. In the research of Aken et al. (2010) 1.423 English technical, business and 

soft skills were found. Therefore, for this research for all different POS-tag pattern categories, the top 

300 most frequent candidate skills are analyzed, which means in total 37 × 300 = 11.100 candidate 

skills are annotated (minus the ADJNOUNNOUNNOUNADPVERB POS-tag pattern category that does 

not contain 300 candidate skills). From the 10900 manually annotated candidate skills 4059 (37.2%) 

were identified as a skill and 6841 were identified as a non-skill.  Frequent occurring POS-tag patterns 

that are identified as non-skills are added to stop lists. This way this method can be easily applied to 

future vacancies since a lot of noise of non-skills POS-tag patterns is already filtered out.  
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Table 3-E.  Overview of classifying candidate skills for hexa- and pentagrams. 

  

 

 

 

 

 VERBADPADJNOUNNOUNNOUN ADJNOUNNOUNNOUNADPVERB ADJNOUNNOUNNOUNVERB ADJNOUNNOUNADPVERB VERBADJNOUNNOUNNOUN VERBADPADJNOUNNOUN VERBADPNOUNNOUNNOUN 
# of patterns 1560 427 2265 6612 1534 16836 53333 
unique patterns 334 112 517 1854 414 4643 1642 
Most frequent token 
pattern 465 39 812 137 97 365 276 
Most frequent token 
patterns        
1-50 most frequent        
Skill 23 27 6 31 12 24 19 
Non-skill 27 23 44 19 38 26 31 
Percent skill 46% 54% 12% 62% 24% 48% 38% 
51-100 most frequent        
Skill 21 18 9 35 18 24 28 
Non-skill 29 32 41 15 32 26 22 
Percent skill 42% 36% 18% 70% 36% 48% 56% 
101-150 most frequent        
Skill 24  11 30 21 19 21 
Non-skill 26  39 20 29 31 29 
Percent skill 48%  22% 60% 42% 38% 42% 
151-200 most frequent        
Skill 22  18 32 20 24 24 
Non-skill 28  32 18 30 26 26 
Percent skill 44%  36% 64% 40% 48% 48% 
201-250 most frequent        
Skill 13  18 29 13 18 21 
Non-skill 37  32 21 37 32 29 
Percent skill 26%  36% 58% 26% 36% 42% 
250-300 most frequent        
Skill 13  14 37 28 21 22 
Non-skill 37  36 13 22 29 28 
Percent skill 26%  28% 74% 56% 42% 44% 
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Table 3-F.  Overview of classifying candidate skills for tetragrams.  

 

 

 

 

 NOUNNOUNNOUNVERB NOUNNOUNADPVERB VERBADJNOUNNOUN  VERBNOUNNOUNNOUN VERBADPADJNOUN VERBADPNOUNNOUN ADJNOUNNOUNNOUN   ADJNOUNNOUNVERB ADJNOUNADPVERB  
# of patterns 11903 30277 16608 8707 336026 77039 15901 22676 137580 
unique patterns 3901 7140 3873 2473 64948 19820 4820 6868 24227 
Most frequent token 
pattern 245 484 538 562 5239 1424 821 273 3621 
Most frequent token 
patterns        

  

1-50 most frequent          
Skill 13 24 14 37 18 12 23 11 35 
Non-skill 37 26 36 13 32 38 27 39 15 
Percent skill 26% 48% 28% 74% 36% 24% 46% 22% 70% 
51-100 most frequent          
Skill 21 20 10 24 22 22 19 10 27 
Non-skill 29 30 40 26 28 28 31 40 23 
Percent skill 42% 40% 20% 48% 44% 44% 38% 20% 54% 
101-150 most frequent          
Skill 8 16 12 16 22 17 20 11 29 
Non-skill 42 34 38 34 28 33 30 39 21 
Percent skill 16% 32% 24% 32% 44% 34% 40% 22% 58% 
151-200 most frequent          
Skill 17 22 12 24 26 21 25 9 32 
Non-skill 33 28 38 26 24 29 25 41 18 
Percent skill 34% 44% 24% 48% 52% 42% 50% 18% 64% 
201-250 most frequent          
Skill 13 12 15 14 21 28 21 12 27 
Non-skill 37 38 35 36 29 22 29 38 23 
Percent skill 26% 24% 30% 28% 42% 56% 42% 24% 54% 
250-300 most frequent          
Skill 23 18 20 17 18 18 20 9 26 
Non-skill 27 32 30 33 32 32 30 41 24 
Percent skill 46% 36% 40% 34% 36% 36% 40% 18% 52% 
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Table 3-G.  Overview of classifying candidate skills for trigrams. 

 

 

 ADJNOUNVERB NOUNNOUNNUM VERBADJNOUN VERBNOUNNOUN   VERBADPNOUN ADJNOUNNOUN NOUNNOUNNOUN NOUNNOUNVERB NOUNADPVERB ADPNOUNVERB VERBADJADV 
# of patterns 425838 1297 345809 109541 894757 75091 65626 146203 562300 461289 41597 
unique patterns 81377 368 49675 22943 133029 18161 14762 35117 62137 66593 3918 
Most frequent token 
pattern 2452 66 3760 6390 7397 1627 3259 1724 3932 25993 7355 
Most frequent token 
patterns        

    

1-50 most frequent            
Skill 5 29 25 18 29 14 26 17 25 8 21 
Non-skill 45 21 25 32 21 36 24 33 25 42 29 
Percent skill 10% 58% 50% 36% 58% 28% 52% 34% 50% 16% 42% 
51-100 most 
frequent            
Skill 6 32 17 14 32 19 18 5 20 14 13 
Non-skill 44 18 33 36 18 31 32 45 30 36 37 
Percent skill 12% 64% 34% 28% 64% 38% 36% 10% 40% 28% 26% 
101-150 most 
frequent            
Skill 9 17 13 14 27 24 17 6 21 8 10 
Non-skill 41 33 37 36 23 26 33 44 29 42 40 
Percent skill 18% 34% 26% 28% 54% 48% 34% 12% 42% 16% 20% 
151-200 most 
frequent            
Skill 13 14 18 15 23 20 20 6 24 7 4 
Non-skill 37 36 32 35 27 30 30 44 26 43 46 
Percent skill 26% 28% 36% 30% 46% 40% 40% 12% 48% 14% 8% 
201-250 most 
frequent            
Skill 10 17 13 17 30 24 22 3 24 5 5 
Non-skill 40 33 37 33 20 26 28 47 26 45 45 
Percent skill 20% 34% 26% 34% 60% 48% 44% 6% 48% 10% 10% 
250-300 most 
frequent            
Skill 13 14 16 14 29 19 22 10 15 11 11 
Non-skill 37 36 34 36 21 31 28 40 35 39 39 
Percent skill 26% 28% 32% 28% 58% 38% 44% 20% 30% 22% 22% 
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Table 3-H.  Overview of classifying candidate skills bi- and unigrams. 

 NOUNNOUN VERBNOUN ADJNOUN  NOUNNOUNMISC NOUNNUM NOUNVERB VERB ADJ NOUN NOUNMISC 
# of patterns 662044 1631184 2421627 43504 47855 1672260 4886903 4267921 6153447 1047484 
unique patterns 79527 120305 152618 7673 5862 155770 27273 22516 93047 29952 
Most frequent 
token pattern 32808 26628 37033 3806 4201 31565 199911 125387 113930 25323 
Most frequent 
token patterns        

   

1-50 most 
frequent        

   

Skill 21 18 25 33 30 5 4 19 14 32 
Non-skill 29 32 25 17 20 45 46 31 36 18 
Percent skill 42% 36% 50% 66% 60% 10% 8% 38% 28% 64% 
51-100 most 
frequent           
Skill 25 13 22 31 24 9 14 16 18 25 
Non-skill 25 37 28 19 26 41 36 34 32 25 
Percent skill 50% 26% 44% 62% 48% 18% 28% 32% 36% 50% 
101-150 most 
frequent           
Skill 24 16 28 27 19 7 11 9 17 27 
Non-skill 26 34 22 23 31 43 39 41 33 23 
Percent skill 48% 32% 56% 54% 38% 14% 22% 18% 34% 54% 
151-200 most 
frequent           
Skill 28 18 14 35 17 7 12 8 20 28 
Non-skill 22 32 36 15 33 43 38 42 30 22 
Percent skill 56% 36% 28% 70% 34% 14% 24% 16% 40% 56% 
201-250 most 
frequent           
Skill 27 14 23 26 18 9 11 17 19 25 
Non-skill 23 36 27 24 32 41 39 33 31 25 
Percent skill 54% 28% 46% 52% 36% 18% 22% 34% 38% 50% 
250-300 most 
frequent           
Skill 22 13 24 23 17 7 4 17 21 30 
Non-skill 28 37 26 27 33 43 46 33 29 20 
Percent skill 44% 26% 48% 46% 34% 14% 8% 34% 42% 60% 
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3.1.7 Building neural networks 

The obtained lists can already serve as input to extract skills from vacancies. Simply by checking if a 

token, or sequence of tokens occurs in a list. However, to be able to extract skills from new vacancies, 

everything that is not in the skill list, will not be extracted as a skill. Therefore, in this step a neural 

network is trained, with the aim to automatically extract skills from the POS-tag patterns.  

A neural network can be defined as: “an interconnected assembly of simple processing elements, units 

or nodes, whose functionality is loosely based on the animal neuron. The processing ability of the 

network is stored in the interunit connection strengths, or weights, obtained by a process of 

adaptation to, or learning from, a set of training patterns.”(Gurney, 1997, pp. 12.). For example, the 

human brain consists of neurons, that all communicate with each other by means of sending and 

receiving electrical signals. These signals can either be inhibitory or excitatory, which means 

respectively they try to prevent firing of subsequent signals or try to activate firing of subsequent 

signals. When a neuron receives input from other neurons, the incoming signals are combined in a 

result. Now, when this results exceeds a certain threshold, the neuron fires a subsequent signal as 

output (Gurney, 1997).  

Artificial networks work in a similar way. Now, a neuron is called a node. This node receives input from 

other nodes. Every input node comes with a certain weight, which is its relative importance based on 

their other inputs. A function is made based on the weighted sum of all input nodes. In neural 

networks it is assumed that how important an input node is, i.e. its weight, can be learned by training 

a model. Similarly, in the biological neural network, when the weighted sum of the net input function 

is above a certain threshold the node can fire. By means of training the network, the neurons will fire 

whenever they learn specific patterns from the input nodes. The firing rate of the node can be 

modeled with an activation function (Gurney, 1997). A model of this can be found in figure 3-B. 
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Figure 3-B. Model of a node in a neural network 

A row of these nodes is called a layer. The network starts with an input layer, which is linked to a 

dataset and ends with its output layer. In between are so called hidden layers. A model of its 

architecture can be found in 3-C.  

 
Figure 3-C. Model of layers in a neural network. 

A neural network has a certain width and depth. The width of a neural network entails the number 

of units in each layer and each unit captures a feature of the data. The depth entails the number of 

consecutive layers and allows the network to create complex hierarchical combinations based on the 

features (Sun et al., 2016). It would be straightforward then to maximize the depth and width of the 

network, however when the network is wide, it can ‘memorize’ each individual observation and this 

way the data overfits, i.e. not generalized well on tests and validation data (Stathakis, 2009). When 

the network is too deep it can suffer from the vanishing gradient problem, i.e. the gradient explodes 

during training and the network fails to learn anything (Bengio et al.,1994). Therefore, the number of 
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layers and neurons have to be chosen carefully and have to be selected through a process of 

iterative trial and error. Due to computational limitations it was not possible to use techniques to 

find the optimal number of parameters, but some trial and error is done on subsets of the data and 

based on this width and depth were optimized.  

The annotated skills and non-skills in 3.1.6 now serve as input for the neural network. This means the 

vacancy data is tokenized according to SpaCy’s tokenizer.  

Table 3-I. Example of two candidate skills 
Candidate skill Skill 
programmeren in Python 
(programming in Python) 

1 

mooie bloemen kopen 
(buy nice flowers) 

0 

Every unique normalized token in the vacancy dataset is given a unique number (see table 3-J for an 

example). 486.006 different unique normalized tokens are obtained in the dataset (in comparison the 

Dikke van Dale contains around 240.000 words). Normalized tokens are lowercased and tokenized 

according to SpaCy´s Dutch tokenizer. All these unique tokens are given a certain POS tag, a certain 

NER tag and SpaCy also provides whether the token resembles a Dutch stop word, if it is an e-mail 

address and if it constitutes an URL. These features will serve as input for the neural network.  The 

neural network will be trained based on these features. This means certain weights will be given to 

the features and these will serve as the input layer. Output of the input layer serves as input for the 

hidden layers. The aim of the hidden layer is to transform the inputs in such a way that the output 

layer can use. For example, one hidden layer can be the combination of POS-tags, another hidden 

layer could be the combination of NER-tags and the third hidden layer could be whether or not the 

inputs are stop words.  

Table 3-J. Example of data of separate normalized tokens for the neural network.   
POS NER 

 
Stop URL Mail 

 ID token NOUN ADJ ADV PUNCT CONJ PRON VERB NUM DET ADP MISC PER ORG LOC "" yes yes yes 

1 programmeren 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

2 in 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 

3 python 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4 mooie 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

5 bloemen 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

6 kopen 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

The POS-tag patterns are divided in six groups based on their token length, since in table 3-C the 

maximum length of a POS-tag pattern is six tokens. A unigram is a POS-tag pattern with one token 

only, while a hexagram is a POS-tag pattern with a length of six tokens.  
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Table 3-K. Matching POS-tag patterns to the right n-gram.  
Unigram Bigram Trigram Tetragram Pentagram Hexagram 

NOUN NOUNVERB ADJNOUNVERB NOUNNOUNNOUNVERB ADJNOUNNOUNNOUNVERB VERBADPADJNOUNNOUNNOUN 

NOUNMISC VERBNOUN VERBADJADV VERBADJNOUNNOUN ADJNOUNNOUNADPVERB ADJNOUNNOUNNOUNADPVERB 

VERB NOUNNUM ADPNOUNVERB ADJNOUNADPVERB VERBADJNOUNNOUNNOUN  

ADJ NOUNNOUNMISC NOUNADPVERB ADJNOUNNOUNVERB VERBADPADJNOUNNOUN  

 NOUNNOUN NOUNNOUNVERB ADJNOUNNOUNNOUN   VERBADPNOUNNOUNNOUN  

 ADJNOUN NOUNNOUNNOUN VERBADPNOUNNOUN   

 VERBNOUN ADJNOUNNOUN VERBADPADJNOUN   

  VERBADPNOUN VERBNOUNNOUNNOUN   

  VERBNOUNNOUN NOUNNOUNADPVERB   

  VERBADJNOUN    

  NOUNNOUNNUM    

The obtained skill and non-skill patterns are run on the dataset to obtain the one normalized token 

before and one normalized token after the pattern. This way the context in which the skill occurs can 

also serve as input for the neural network. As including the context can reduce the problem of token 

sense disambiguation, as in this way the most probable sense of token with multiple meanings can be 

found (Mulins, 2008). Table 3-L provides the obtained unique n-grams including their contexts to train 

the neural networks on. 

Table 3-L. Input of n-grams with their context for the neural networks.  
 Unigram Bigram Trigram Tetragram Pentagram Hexagram 

Input 1634450 199304 40853 8940 1042 218 

Skill 649221 117988 21897 4952 501 105 

Percent 40% 59% 54% 55% 48% 48% 

No skill 985229 81316 18956 3988 541 113 

Percent 60% 41% 46% 45% 52% 52% 

For each n-gram a neural network is trained, which means a total number of six neural networks is 

trained. Each uses the ID’s given to the normalized tokens of the POS-tag patterns, its context, its POS-

tag features and additional linguistic features provided by SpaCy. For example, the skill analyseren van 

data occurs in the vacancy dataset with its context as “, analyseren van data”. This means that for all 

five normalized tokens all features of a row in table 3-J need to be appended. This is done with the 

SQLite code in appendix 7.2. 

Then by means of stratified k-fold cross validation, with k=10, the inputs are divided in train and 

validation set. In k-fold cross validation the data is first partitioned into k equally sized folds. Then k 

iterations of training and validation are performed. Each iteration a different fold of the data is used 

for validation, while the remaining folds are used for training. Stratified K-cross validation means that 

each fold is representative for the whole data, thus each class, i.e. skills vs-non-skill comprises 50% of 

the whole data (Park & Kim, 2012). The code for creating a neural network model can be found in 

appendix 7.3. 
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The stratified 10-fold cross validation for all the n-grams can be found in table 3-M. The networks 

validate fairly well for the uni-, bi-, tri- and tetragrams and a bit less for the penta- and hexagrams.  

Table 3-M. Results of the networks on the validation set.  
Validation set Unigram Bigram Trigram Tetragram Pentagram Hexagram 

Accuracy 99.77% 99.00%  98.73% 95.38 79.30%  78.21%  

SD (+/- 0.17%) (+/- 0.18%)  (+/- 0.19%)  (+/- 0.90%) (+/- 4.15%) (+/- 7.01%) 

 

3.1.8 Evaluate models 

Aforementioned method results in obtained skill- and stop lists and neural network models. In order 

to be able to evaluate these, the following evaluations are done: 

1. Evaluation of skills- and stop list on 100 random unseen vacancies of 2018. 

2. Evaluation of neural network models on 100 random unseen vacancies of 2018. 

3. Evaluation of neural network models on the most important skills, e.g. most frequent 

occurring skills, in all unseen vacancies of 2018.  

Therefore, the dataset needs to be divided in a training set, a validation set and new data is needed 

to test the lists and models on (see figure 3-D). 

 
Figure 3-D. Data for training, validation and testing. 

Aforementioned evaluations need new data to test the lists and models on. Therefore, a dataset of 

ICT vacancies, again web crawled by the company Job Digger, is obtained. It consists of exactly the 

same features as the previous dataset, however this dataset consists of all vacancies in the Dutch labor 

market for the ICT sector in 2018. The same preprocessing is done on this dataset (see tables 3-B and 

3-N for the details).  

Table 3-N. Number of relevant vacancies.  
Dataset Vacancies 

Total 101.524 

Empty 549 

Non-Dutch 16677 

Dutch 84.298 

3.1.8.1 Evaluation of skills-and stop lists 

The obtained skills- and stop lists are tested on 100 random unseen vacancies from 2018. These 100 

vacancies will be annotated based on skills. The skills- and stop lists are split based on the lengths of 
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their token sequence, from uni- to hexagrams. Then, the skills- and stop lists are run on the 100 

vacancies.  This means that for one vacancy:  

• True positives (TP) are sequences of tokens manually annotated as skills in one vacancy, 

which also occur in the skills list that is run on the vacancy itself.  

• True negatives (TN) are sequences of tokens that are not manually annotated as skills in one 

vacancy, but do occur in the stop list that is run on the vacancy itself.  

• False negatives (FN) are sequences of tokens manually annotated as skills in one vacancy, 

but do not occur in the skills list that is run on the vacancy itself. 

• False positives (FP) are sequences of tokens that are not manually annotated as skills in one 

vacancy, but do occur in the in the skills list that is run on the vacancy itself. 

3.1.8.2 Evaluation of neural network model 

Now this evaluation follows the same method as described in section 3.1.8.1, except the skills- and 

stop lists are now replaced by running the POS-tag patterns on the 100 vacancies and then running 

the neural network models on all obtained candidate skills. This means in this case, for one vacancy: 

• True positives (TP) are sequences of tokens manually annotated as skills in one vacancy, 

which are also seen by the model as a skill.   

• True negatives (TN) are sequences of tokens that are not manually annotated as skills in one 

vacancy, which are seen by the model as a non-skill.  

• False negatives (FN) are sequences of tokens manually annotated as skills in one vacancy, 

but are not seen by the model as a skill.  

• False positives (FP) are sequences of tokens that are not manually annotated as skills in one 

vacancy, but are seen by the model as a skill.  

These two evaluations are then done on 100 unseen vacancies in 2018 dataset.  

3.1.8.3 Evaluation of neural network models on most important skills in 2018  

Now, the third evaluation is about how well the model extracts and classifies the most frequent 

occurring skills in 2018. Again, the POS-tag patterns are applied as filter on the dataset to extract all 

candidate skills. For every n-gram category the 100 most frequent skills are extracted and again these 

are manually annotated (see table 3-O). This test set is different than for the two aforementioned 

evaluations. 

Table 3-O. Manually annotated test data.  
Testset Unigram Bigram Trigram Tetragram Pentagram Hexagram 

Input 103 103 97 98 100 100 

Skill 35 43 42 41 58 60 

skill percent 34,0% 41,7% 43,3% 41,8% 58,0% 60,0% 

No skill 68 60 55 57 42 40 
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The neural networks are then run on the candidate skills and compared against the manually 

annotated skills and non-skills. 

The following measures are used for evaluation: 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 =  
𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃

𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃 + 𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃
 

 

𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 =  
𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃

𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃 + 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹
 

 

𝐹𝐹 =  2 ×
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 × 𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 + 𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

 

 

𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴 =  
𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃 + 𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹

𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃 + 𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹 + 𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃 + 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹
 

 

This means, for this research precision is how many of the predicted skills are actually skills. Recall 

means how many skills the model captures, in comparison with how many skills can be found in a 

vacancy. The F measure is the harmonic mean between precision and recall and accuracy is the 

fraction of predictions the model classifies correctly (Manning, 2009). 

Concluding, aforementioned method has answered research question 1: How can ICT market 

characteristics be extrapolated by mining skills required in ICT job vacancies? 

3.2 Clustering 

This section will provide a method in order to answer research question 2: What does the ICT labor 

market in the Netherlands look like in terms of skills?  

When extracting skills syntactically from vacancies, the same skills can occur under different POS-tag 

patterns. For example, the skills geven van presentaties (giving presentations), presentaties geven 

(giving presentations), presenteren (presenting) and goed in presenteren (skilled in presenting), occur 

all in the obtained skills list. However, they can all be captured under the label presenteren 

(presenting). Therefore, for the obtained skills an appropriate clustering method needs to be applied.  

The Levenshtein Distance is a metric to measure how different two sequences of tokens are from each 

other. It measures the minimum edits that one needs to do to change a sequence of characters in a 

token to another sequence of characters. When tokens are misspelled, tokens have considerable 

spelling variation, substrings are similar to other strings, or tokens are in different order, still those 

strings can be seen as quite similar, but the Levenshtein distance lacks in those situations. FuzzyWuzzy 

is a package in Python that can deal with these more complex variations (Cohen, 2011). It incorporates 

four types of fuzzy matching logic: 
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1. Finding matches based on Levenshtein distance. 

2. Finding matches based on substring matching.  

3. Finding matches by tokenization of the strings and then sorting them alphabetically before 

matching and joining them back in a string.  

4. Finding matches by tokenization of the strings and splitting it into an intersection-part, i.e.  

tokens that are common in both strings, and a remainder-part, and compares the intersection 

and the remainder pairwise.  

FuzzyWuzzy has an algorithm, process.extractBests, which matches all four algorithms and 

automatically selects the best matches to a collection of strings. This would be quite useful for 

clustering our obtained skills in the skills list. The total number of skills in the skills list is 6588. Based 

on the literature of Aken et al. (2010)  in section 2.3.1, manually 478 general label skills were defined. 

The FuzzyWuzzy algorithm was used to classify all those 6588 skills on those labels, a cut-off of 70% 

was used which means everything that matches above 70 will be included in the cluster.  

Now, the clustered skills are run on the vacancies for the years 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018. The 

clustered skills can be sorted on how frequent they are asked in vacancies for that year. Now, to get 

more insights in the dynamicity problem, increase and decrease of the clustered skills can be 

calculated, normalized on the amount of the total amount of vacancies of that year:  

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑃𝑃 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 =
𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑅𝑅 𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 2018
𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 2014

𝑟𝑟𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑟𝑟𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 2018
𝑟𝑟𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑟𝑟𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 2014

�  

 

𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 =
𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑅𝑅 𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 2018
𝑟𝑟𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑟𝑟𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 2018

−
𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑅𝑅 𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 2014
𝑟𝑟𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑟𝑟𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 2014

 

 

Concluding, following this method research question 1: How can ICT market characteristics be 

extrapolated by mining skills required in ICT job vacancies? can be answered. Next to that, this method 

provides a way to answer research question 2: What does the ICT labor market in the Netherlands look 

like in terms of skills? In section 4, the results can be found.  
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4 Main Results 

4.1 Results of extrapolating skills 

The results of evaluation of the skills- and stop lists on the test data can be found in table 4-A. As can 

be seen from the table, tetragrams and further up are not represented well. Therefore, for the first 

two evaluations of the lists and the neural network models, the tetra-, penta-, and hexagrams will 

not be taken into account.  

For all n-grams precision is quite high, which means that if the skills list matches to a skill in the 

vacancy, most often it indeed is a skill. However, recall for unigrams is quite high, i.e. 89%, while for 

the bi- and trigrams the recall is low, respectively 54% and 28%. While precision remains consistent, 

recall decreases as n in n-gram increases. This means that a lot of bi- and tri-grams skills are not 

captured by only using the lists. The F statistic shows that the skills- and stop lists have an accuracy 

of 89% for the unigrams, while it is significantly lower for the other n-grams.  

Table 4-A. Results of skills- and stop lists on test data: 100 unseen vacancies. 

 

The results of the evaluation of the neural networks on the unseen data can be found in table 4-B. 

While precision is lower for all n-grams in comparison with the skills- and stop lists, recall is higher, 

which means that the neural network models are better able to identify actual positives, e.g. skills 

from texts. For the unigrams a recall of 94% is obtained. However, the precision, i.e. the proportion of 

candidate skills identified as a skill, that was indeed a skill, is lower and less consistent than for the 

skills- and stop lists model. For the unigrams a precision of 73% is obtained. The F measure for the uni-

, bi- and trigrams for the neural network models is significantly higher than for the skills- and stop lists. 

With an F measure of 82% for the unigrams, 75% for the bigrams and 76% for the trigrams.  

 

 

 

 Unigram Bigram Trigram Tetragram Pentagram Hexagram 

True Positive 2772 512 135 3 3 0 

True negative 4204 805 158 20 0 0 

False positive 386 69 20 0 0 0 

False negative 350 442 350 122 30 7 

Precision 88% 88% 87% 100% 100%  

Recall 89% 54% 28% 3% 10%  

F 88% 67% 42% 5% 18%  

Accuracy 90% 72% 44% 16% 10%  
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Table 4-B. Results of neural network models on the test data: 100 unseen vacancies. 

 

The results on the evaluation of neural networks on the test set, i.e. the 100 most frequent candidate 

skills for each n-gram in 2018, can be found in table 4-C.  

Table 4-C. Results of the network models on the test data: 100 most frequent candidate skills for each n-gram in 2018. 
Test set Unigram Bigram Trigram Tetragram Pentagram Hexagram 

True Positive 35 42 38 33 40 41 

True negative 54 52 44 44 24 29 

False positive 14 8 11 13 16 12 

False negative 0 1 4 8 18 19 

Precision 71% 84% 78% 72% 71% 77% 

Recall 100% 98% 91% 81% 69% 68% 

F 83% 90% 84% 76% 70% 73% 

accuracy 86% 91% 85% 79% 65% 69% 

 

The highest F measure of 90%, with a recall of 98% and a precision of 84% can be found for the 

bigrams. For the uni-, bi-, tri-, and tetragrams precision is lower than recall, while for the penta- and 

hexagrams recall is higher than precision. Overall the models of the neural networks validate well on 

the uni-, bi- and trigrams, with F measures of respectively 86%, 91% and 85% and performs less on the 

tetra-, penta- and hexagrams, with F measures of respectively 79%, 65% and 69%. 

 4.2 Results of clustering 

In table 4-D an example is given of the cluster prioriteiten stellen and which skills it captures. Based on 

the 478 labels mentioned in 3.2 an analysis of the most frequent skills and most upcoming skills over 

the years is done.  

 

 

 

 

 Unigram Bigram Trigram Tetragram Pentagram Hexagram 

True Positive 2914 792 353 53 13 0 

True negative 3069 1178 627 132 0 0 

False positive 1086 380 96 3 0 0 

False negative 182 149 132 73 20 7 

Precision 73% 68% 79% 94% 100%  

Recall 94% 84% 73% 42% 40%  

F 82% 75% 76% 58% 57%  

Accuracy 83% 79% 81% 71% 40%  
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Table 4-D. Cluster prioriteiten stellen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is important to note that the amount of vacancies has increased from 2014 to 2018. The percentage 

increase of 2018 in comparison to 2014 is 88% (see table 4-E). 

Table 4-E. Number of ICT vacancies over the years. 
Year 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

vacancies 44831 61351 65802 73956 84298 

 

The most frequently asked skills in Dutch ICT vacancies can be found in figure 4-A. For ICT jobs the 

most asked skill is to have experience. Next to that being able to develop or build certain things is also 

important, as well as having knowledge or having an HBO education. Having an MBO education is less 

frequently asked and having a university degree does not even occur in this top 50 overview. General 

Prioriteiten stellen (set priorities) 
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Figure 4-A. Most frequently asked skills in 2018. 
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skills such as knowledge and experience, and soft skills, such as being flexible or being independent, 

are more frequently asked than direct programming languages, such as Java.  

Figure 4-B portrays the top 20 most frequently asked skills in 2018 and makes comparisons with years 

2014-2017. As already noted in table 4-F there has been an increase in number of vacancies from 2014 

to 2018. This top 20 exists of fairly general skills such as offering support, having knowledge about 

systems, being able to communicate, etc. Only some small differences can be found in this top 20 over 

the years, this means that those general skills have stayed consistently important over those years.  

 
Figure 4-B. Top 20 most frequently asked skills 2014-2018 

In order to be able to address the dynamicity problem in terms of skills mentioned in paragraph 1, the 

relative and percentage increase in skills of 2018 in comparison with 2014 can be found in respectively 

figure 4-C and 4-D. The relative increase shows how many times a cluster of skills occurs more often 

in 2018 than in 2014, normalized for the amount of vacancies of those years. As can be seen from 

figure 4-C, the top 20 relative increase contains mainly programming languages and ICT platforms.  

The percentage increase shows the percent of vacancies on how often a cluster occurred in 2018 

minus the percent of vacancies on how often that cluster occurred in 2014. As can be seen from figure 

4-D, the top 20 percentage increase contains a more variate group of skills, e.g. mediors, having an 

MBO education, being a link between people, and knowledge of the cloud. 
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Figure 4-C. Relative increase. 

 
Figure 4-D. Percentage increase. 

Showcasing the potential of TM on vacancies and its implementation, the following case study of a 

PHP programmer is provided. Imagine you are programmer specialized in PHP and you want to know 

if companies are still interested in you as a PHP developer. Which skills the cluster PHP contains can 

be found in table 4-G.  Next to that, how often this cluster occurs in the vacancies and its increase 

can be found in figure 4-E and table 4-H. It can be seen that PHP relatively and in percentage has 

decreased in 2018 in comparison with 2014, however still a decent amount of vacancies asking for 

PHP can be extracted in every year from 2014 to 2018.  
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Table 4-G. Cluster PHP. 
PHP 

PHP 
PHP 5 
PHP 5.0 

PHP 5.3 

PHP 5.4 

PHP 5.6 

PHP 5.x 

PHP 7 

PHP Back 

PHP Backend 

PHP DEVELOPER 

PHP Developer 

PHP Developers 

PHP MySQL 

PHP Professionals 

PHP Programmeur 

PHP Software 

PHP Web 

PHP developer 

Senior PHP 

 

 
Figure 4-E. Number of vacancies mentioning the skill PHP to all the vacancies of that year. 

Table 4-H. Cluster PHP with its occurrences and increase. 
PHP cluster 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

Total vacancies 44831 61351 65802 73956 84298 

PHP 5732 7871 7969 7774 7932 

Relative increase 
    

0.74 

% in vacancies 12.8% 12.8% 12.1% 10.5% 9.4% 

Percentage increase 
    

-3.4% 

Concluding, this paragraph answers research question 2: What does the ICT labor market in the 

Netherlands look like in terms of skills? 
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5 Conclusion and discussion 
Concluding, this research answers the main research question: How can text mining techniques 

contribute to a bottom-up methodology, i.e. extracting skills directly from Dutch job 

advertisements, to extrapolate skills demanded of ICT employees in the Netherlands? 

This research shows a method by which candidate skills can be extracted from texts, i.e. vacancies. 

Furthermore, the most frequent skills are manually annotated and based on these annotations neural 

networks are built which can classify candidate skills in texts as either skills or non-skill. The annotated 

skills also serve as input for clustering the most frequent occurring skills in the vacancies. The clusters 

are run on the vacancies distinguished by year to provide more insights in all skills that are needed for 

ICT jobs. Next to the obvious software skills, general-, soft-, and personal skills and certificates for ICT 

and education, were extracted.  

The neural network models outperform the skills- and stop lists for the bi- and trigram skills, while the 

skills- and stop lists outperform the neural network models for the unigram skills. Two possible 

explanations for this could be that unigrams are only represented by one token, and thus have more 

chance of being correctly classified by SpaCy in comparison with longer POS-tag patterns, as well as 

including context for the unigrams meant candidate skills that were actually skills were included with 

the same context as candidate skills, that were actually a non-skill. For example, “, Python ,” is 

classified as a skill, while “, bloemen ,” (flowers) is as well, because of the exact same context. Overall, 

precision is higher for the lists, while recall is higher for the neural network models. A possible 

explanation for this is that the neural network models can, based on the POS-tag pattern filters, 

classify all candidate skills, while the lists can only classify everything that is in the lists. Furthermore, 

when testing on the most frequent candidate skills of 2018, the uni-, bi and trigram candidate skills 

could be classified with high precision and recall. For all three evaluations recall decreases, as n in n-

gram increases. Again, chances of an incorrect POS-tag given to a token in a vacancy, could lead to not 

matching one of the POS-tag patterns and therefore these actual skills are not taken into account as 

a candidate skill. Next to that, as n in n-gram increases, the number of candidate skills that was 

extracted decreased as well. These aforementioned reasons could be possible explanations for this 

decrease. 

The stop list includes a lot of non-skills that are extracted as candidate skills in vacancies. This means 

that this method can be applied more easily on future vacancies in the ICT sector, as the stop lists 

includes already a lot of candidate skills which are non-skills and the neural network models are able 

to automatically detect new skills.  
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5.1 Advantages & limitations 

To fully answer research question 3: What are the advantages and disadvantages of this bottom-up 

methodology in addressing changes in labor market? The proposed method will be discussed: 

This research uses the POS-tag patterns as a filter. Everything that the POS-tag pattern filters do not 

capture, will not be extracted. Another different approach would be to extract a lot of skills from 

vacancies, and use them, as well as their POS-tag features and their contexts as input itself for the 

neural network to be able to detect skills automatically without the POS-tag pattern filters. Next to 

that, features of SpaCy on Dutch corpora in comparison with SpaCy for English corpora are quite 

limited. Spacy for English corpora provides more POS-tag categories, e.g. categories for symbols, SYM, 

as well as more detailed information on structure of sentences and more NER-categories.  

Moreover, SpaCy does not tag every token in the corpora with the correct POS-tag. For example, the 

token &, which should actually be tagged as a DET, is often tagged in SpaCy as NOUN. Also, 

tokenization of the tokens is not always correct, e.g. the skill C# is tokenized in Spacy as two different 

tokens: C and #.  

In comparison with the existing classifications mentioned in section 2.2, and especially the e-

competence framework, this classification provides a more detailed overview of the skills needed. For 

example, the skill in the e-competence framework security (bewaking) is quite general, while the skills 

extrapolated from the vacancy will tell you what to secure, e.g. bewaking van systemen (security of 

systems) or bewaking van netwerken (security of networks). 

Additionally, it was mentioned in section 2.2.6 that all frameworks were based non-durable concepts 

and frameworks need constant updates to keep up to date. This research showcases the use of text 

mining to provide an easy and less time and cost consuming way to keep these frameworks up-to-

date and provide more detailed information than these frameworks do. 

Aforementioned advantages and disadvantages, in combination with the advantages and 

disadvantages already mentioned in section 2.1.2 have answered research question 3: What are the 

advantages and disadvantages of this methodology in addressing changes in labor market? 

5.2  Policy recommendations and implications 

As previously mentioned, there is strong evidence that ICT skills shortages have a negative indirect 

effect in performance, as they restrict companies in terms of both ICT adoption and intensity of use 

of ICTs. As this method can provide skills needed in ICT jobs in more detail and can be continuously 

updated, the following stakeholders can benefit from this analysis: 

• Policy makers need information on labor market dynamics; the supply and demand of the 

labor market to adjust economic and social policies. They can adjust their policies faster and 

more accurate. 
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• Educators can benefit from insights in how the labor market is changing, to be responsive to 

the demand in skills, knowledge and abilities and adapt their curricula to this.  

• Career counselors and recruiters can match the rightly skilled jobseeker to the right vacancy.  

• Employers can use them to optimize their recruitment activities. 

• Employees and job seekers can gain insights in what skills are in demand to improve their 

place in the labor market. 

• The International Labor Organization argues that information of labor markets is crucial for 

job creation, reducing poverty, social protection, adjusting business cycle shocks and 

maintaining competitiveness in an era of globalization (European Commission, 2017; Johnson, 

2016).  

This way the dynamicity problem and scarcity problem can be addressed more appropriately and this 

section answers research question 4: What policy and theoretical conclusions can be drawn for policy 

makers/education/firms with respect to these new insights? 

5.3 Future research 

As this research was quite exploratory, some interesting future research can be done: 

• POS-tag patterns can be optimized. For example, adding more patterns, including patterns 

according to SpaCy’s misclassifications of POS-tags. After manually assessing all the 

candidate skills and evaluating the lists and models, the following POS-tag patterns can be 

added to optimize the list of candidate skills (see table 5-A). 

Table 5-A. Additional POS-tag patterns 
POS-tag pattern Example 

All patterns with NOUNVERB, added with an extra NOUN, 

e.g. ADJNOUNVERBVERB 

goede systemen kunnen beheren 

(can manage proper systems) 

NOUNCONJNOUN Test- en werkervaring 

(test- and work experience) 

NOUNPUNCTNOUN e-commerce 

NOUNPUNCTNOUNPUNCTNOUN Hands-on-mentaliteit 

(hands-on-mentality) 

VERBADPNOUNCONJNOUN Analseren van data en systemen 

(analysis of data and systems) 

VERBADPNOUNPUNCTNOUNCONJNOUN Analyseren van data, systemen en netwerken 

(analysis of data, systems and networks) 

• As mentioned in section 3.1.2 articles were removed from the dataset. After evaluation of 

the false negatives, these skills often contain POS-tags with PRON (pronouns), for example, 

beheren van onze systemen (managing of our systems) or analyseren van deze data (analysis 

of this data), therefore it is suggested to remove all pronouns from the dataset as well.  
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• Also, more input features for the neural networks can be provided. Including more context 

could be an option, e.g. including two (or more) tokens before and after the candidate skills 

instead of one.  

• Other text mining techniques can be used as well to extract skills. Future research can 

incorporate other methods and this way comparisons on accuracy can be made with regards 

to the model.  

• This method can be applied on other sectors, instead of the ICT sector, as well. For other 

languages, the POS-tag filters might need to be adjusted according to how skill occur in 

other languages. 

• As the dataset provides more data on which companies, geographical locations of the 

companies and which class of profession is looked for in the vacancy, future research can 

include a more detailed analysis on which skills are asked for different professions, in 

different regions in the Netherlands and which companies ask certain skills. 

• At last, the skills- and stop lists and neural network models can be experimented with to 

merge into one model.   
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7 Appendix 

7.1 Script for preprocessing, part of speech tagging and extracting relevant 

POS-tag patterns 
# packages 
from __future__ import print_function 
import spacy 
import nltk 
import pandas as pd 
import re 
import sqlite3 
import numpy 
import langdetect 
import scipy 
import csvfrom langdetect import detect 
from spacy.tokenizer import Tokenizer 
 
# PREPROCESSING 
# loading the dataset 
# reference is used as primary key, selectedtextincludinghtml contains the 
text of all vacancies 
path = "/mnt/a/Eline/dialogic.csv" 
datafile = pd.read_csv(path ,sep=",", usecols = 
["reference","selectedtextincludinghtml"]) 
 
# check for missing values: 7095 missing values for 
selectedtextincludinghtml 
print(datafile.isnull().sum()) 
 
# drop where selectedtextincludinghtml is missing 
datafile.dropna(subset=["selectedtextincludinghtml"]) 
# now the dataset is in version1 
datafile.to_csv("dialogicversion1.csv") 
 
# remove HTML tags from selectedtextincludinghtml 
preprocesstext3 = datafile 
preprocesstext3.replace({"selectedtextincludinghtml": r"<.*?>"}, 
{"selectedtextincludinghtml": ""}, inplace=True, regex=True) 
# apostrophe 
preprocesstext3.replace({"selectedtextincludinghtml": r"&apos;"}, 
{"selectedtextincludinghtml": "'"}, inplace=True, regex=True) 
# é 
preprocesstext3.replace({"selectedtextincludinghtml": r"&#233;"}, 
{"selectedtextincludinghtml": "é"}, inplace=True, regex=True) 
# ó 
preprocesstext3.replace({"selectedtextincludinghtml": r"&#243;"}, 
{"selectedtextincludinghtml": "ó"}, inplace=True, regex=True) 
# ë 
preprocesstext3.replace({"selectedtextincludinghtml": r"&#235;"}, 
{"selectedtextincludinghtml": "ë"}, inplace=True, regex=True) 
# è 
preprocesstext3.replace({"selectedtextincludinghtml": r"&#232;"}, 
{"selectedtextincludinghtml": "è"}, inplace=True, regex=True) 
# "quote" 
preprocesstext3.replace({"selectedtextincludinghtml": r"&quot;"}, 
{"selectedtextincludinghtml": "''"}, inplace=True, regex=True) 
# & 
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preprocesstext3.replace({"selectedtextincludinghtml": r"&amp;"}, 
{"selectedtextincludinghtml": "&"}, inplace=True, regex=True) 
# ... 
preprocesstext3.replace({"selectedtextincludinghtml": r"&#8230;"}, 
{"selectedtextincludinghtml": "..."}, inplace=True, regex=True) 
# ö  
preprocesstext3.replace({"selectedtextincludinghtml": r"&#246;"}, 
{"selectedtextincludinghtml": "ö"}, inplace=True, regex=True) 
# if there is a ;  replace it with . 
preprocesstext3.replace({"selectedtextincludinghtml": r";"}, 
{"selectedtextincludinghtml": "."}, inplace=True, regex=True) 
# if there is a \n replace it with ". " Since "Netwerk engineer\nJouw rol 
binnen Automatic" 
preprocesstext3.replace({"selectedtextincludinghtml": r"\n"}, 
{"selectedtextincludinghtml": ". "}, inplace=True, regex=True) 
# now the dataset is in version2 
preprocesstext3.to_csv("dialogicversion2.csv") 
 
#detect the language of the vacancies 
detectlanguage = preprocesstext3 
lang = [] 
for index, row in detectlanguage["selectedtextincludinghtml"].iteritems(): 
try: 
lang = detect(row) 
detectlanguage.loc[index, "taal"] = lang 
except: 
lang = "error" 
pass 
# drop if language is not Dutch 
detectlanguage.drop(detectlanguage.loc[detectlanguage["taal"] != "nl"]. 
index, inplace=True) 
# now the dataset is in version3 
detectlanguage.to_csv("dialogicversion3.csv") 
 
# correct dataset after preprocessing 
path = "/home/DIALOGIC/deridder/dialogicversion3.csv" 
datafile = pd.read_csv(path , usecols = 
["reference","selectedtextincludinghtml"]) 
# load in Dutch SpaCy 
nlp = spacy.load("nl") 
# make dictionary 
vacancy_dict = dict(zip(datafile.reference, 
datafile.selectedtextincludinghtml)) 
 
 
 
#connect to a database called vacancy_skills 
connection = sqlite3.connect("vacancy_skills.db") 
c = connection.cursor() 
c.execute("DROP TABLE IF EXISTS skills") 
c.execute('''CREATE TABLE skills 
(reference TEXT, software TEXT, certificates TEXT, method TEXT, doing TEXT, 
knowledgeabout TEXT, person TEXT, 
youcan TEXT, candidatesoftware TEXT, candidatecertificates TEXT, 
candidatemethod TEXT, candidatedoing, candidateknowledgeabout TEXT, 
candidateperson TEXT, candidateyoucan TEXT)''') 
connection.commit() 
m=0 
# for all vacancies check the following 
for key, value in vacancy_dict.items(): 
try: 
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doc = nlp(value)  
except: 
pass 
connection = sqlite3.connect("vacancy_skills.db") 
c = connection.cursor() 
# check if annotatedskills are in vacancy. 
# multiple word skills 
for word in annotationjehebtkennisover: #identificeren van 
verbeterpotentieel 
if word in str(doc).lower(): #knowledgeabout 
c.execute("INSERT INTO skills VALUES(?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?)", [key, 
"", "", "", "", word,"",  "",  "","","","","","",""])  
#dictionairy[m][key].append(word) 
for word in annotationjetaken: #youcan 
if word in str(doc).lower(): 
c.execute("INSERT INTO skills VALUES(?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?)", [key, 
"", "", "", "", "","", word, "","","","","","",""])  
#dictionairy[m][key].append(word) 
for word in annotationdoing: #doing 
if word in str(doc).lower(): 
c.execute("INSERT INTO skills VALUES(?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?)", [key, 
"", "", "", word, "","",  "",  "","","","","","",""])  
#dictionairy[m][key].append(word) 
for word in annotationjebent: #person 
if word in str(doc).lower(): 
c.execute("INSERT INTO skills VALUES(?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?)", [key, 
"", "", "", "", "", word ,  "",  "","","","","","",""])  
#dictionairy[m][key].append(word) 
#docstr = str(doc) 
#for word in dictionairy[m][key]: 
#docstr= docstr.replace(word, "XXXXX") 
#doc = nlp(docstr) 
pos = [{"norm": token.norm_,  "MAIL": token.like_email, 
"URL":token.like_url,  "text":token.text, "stop":token.is_stop, 
"pos":token.pos_, "ent":token.ent_type_} for token in doc] 
# check for all relevant POS-tag patterns minus already obtained skills by 
annotation minus already annotated stoplistwords if they could be candidate 
skills by makeing frequency distributions and checking the 100 most common 
and make list of them.  
# predicting software skills by checking NER and filter out all streets, 
places, URLS, e-mails and making frequency distribution of this 
for word in pos: 
try: #one word skills 
if pos[n]["norm"] in annotationsoftware : #software 
c.execute("INSERT INTO skills VALUES(?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?)", [key, 
pos[n]["text"], "", "", "", "", "",  "",  "","","","","","",""])  
word.replace(pos[n], "") 
if pos[n]["norm"] in annotationcerticate: # certificate 
c.execute("INSERT INTO skills VALUES(?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?)", [key,      
"", pos[n]["text"], "", "", "", "",  "",  "","","","","","",""])  
word.replace(pos[n], "") 
if pos[n]["norm"] in annotationmethod: #method 
c.execute("INSERT INTO skills VALUES(?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?)", [key, 
"" ,"" ,pos[n]["text"], "", "", "", "", "",  "",  "","","","",""])  
word.replace(pos[n], "") 
if pos[n]['norm'] in annotationstoplist: 
word.replace(pos[n], "") 

 
#candidate skills  
if "ADJ" == pos[n]["pos"]:  
# uitdagende projecten: candidateknowledgeabout 
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if "ADJ" in pos[n]["pos"] and "NOUN" in pos[n+1]["pos"] and "VERB" not in 
pos[n+2]["pos"]: 
c.execute("INSERT INTO skills VALUES(?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?)", [key, 
"" ,"" ,"", "", "", "", "", "",  "",  "","",pos[n]["norm"] + " " +  
pos[n+1]["norm"],"" ,""])  
#dictioniary1[0]["candidateknowledgeabout"].append(pos[n]["norm"] + " " + 
pos[n+1]["norm"]) 
# flexibel: candidateperson  
elif pos[n]["norm"] not in annotationjebent and pos[n]["norm"] not in 
annotationjehebtkennisover: 
c.execute("INSERT INTO skills VALUES(?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?)", [key, 
"" ,"" ,"", "", "", "", "", "",  "",  "","","", pos[n]["norm"],""]) 
#flexibel 
#dictioniary1[0]["candidateperson"].append(pos[n]["norm"]) 
if "VERB" == pos[n]["pos"]: 
# begrijpelijke taal opschrijven:  candidateyoucan 
if  "ADJ" in pos[n-1]["pos"] and "VERB" in pos[n]["pos"] and "NOUN" in 
pos[n+1]["pos"] :  
c.execute("INSERT INTO skills VALUES(?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?)", [key, 
"" ,"" ,"", "", "", "", "", "",  "",  "","","","",pos[n-1]["norm"] + " " + 
pos[n]["norm"] + " " + pos[n+1]["norm"]])  
#dictioniary1[0]["candidateyoucan"].append(pos[n-1]["norm"] + " " + 
pos[n]["norm"] + " " + pos[n+1]["norm"]) 
# presentaties geven: candidateyoucan 
if "VERB" in pos[n]["pos"] and "NOUN" in pos[n-1]["pos"] :   
c.execute("INSERT INTO skills VALUES(?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?)", [key, 
"" ,"" ,"", "", "", "", "", "",  "",  "","","","",pos[n-1]["norm"] + " " + 
pos[n]["norm"]])  
#dictioniary1[0]["candidateyoucan"].append(pos[n-1]["norm"] + " " + 
pos[n]["norm"]) 
# lezen van onderzoeken : candidateyoucan 
if "VERB" in pos[n]["pos"] and "ADP" in pos[n+1]["pos"] and "NOUN" in 
pos[n+2]["pos"]: #lezen van onderzoeken 
c.execute("INSERT INTO skills VALUES(?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?)", [key, 
"" ,"" ,"", "", "", "", "",  "",  "", "","","","",pos[n]["norm"] + " " + 
pos[n+1]["norm"]+ " " + pos[n+2]["norm"]])  
#dictioniary1[0]["candidateyoucan"].append(pos[n]["norm"] + " " + 
pos[n+1]["norm"]+ " " + pos[n+2]["norm"]) 
# ontvangen meldingen: candidateyoucan 
if "VERB" in pos[n]["pos"] and  "NOUN" in pos[n+1]["pos"]: # 
c.execute("INSERT INTO skills VALUES(?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?)", [key, 
"" ,"" ,"", "", "", "", "",  "",  "", "","","","",pos[n]["norm"] + " " + 
pos[n+1]["norm"]])  
#dictioniary1[m]["candidateyoucan"].append(pos[n]["norm"] + " " + pos[n+1]) 
# lezen van mooie onderzoeken: candidateyoucan 
if "VERB" in pos[n]["pos"] and "ADP" in pos[n+1]["pos"]  and "ADJ" in 
pos[n+2]["pos"] and "NOUN" in pos[n+3]["pos"]: # 
c.execute("INSERT INTO skills VALUES(?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?)", [key, 
"" ,"" ,"", "", "", "", "",  "",  "", "","","","", pos[n]["norm"] + " " + 
pos[n+1]["norm"] + " " + pos[n+2]["norm"]  + " " + pos[n+3]["norm"]])  
#dictioniary1[m]["candidateyoucan"].append(pos[n]["norm"] + " " + 
pos[n+1]["norm"] + " " + pos[n+2]["norm"]  + " " + pos[n+3]["norm"]) 
# onderzoeken: candidatedoing 
elif pos[n]["stop"] is False and pos[n]["norm"] not in annotationdoing and 
pos[n]["URL"] is False and "NOUN" not in pos[n-1]["pos"] and "NOUN" not in 
pos[n+1]["pos"] and "ADP" not in pos[n+1]["pos"]: 
c.execute("INSERT INTO skills VALUES(?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?)", [key, 
"" ,"" ,"", "", "", "", "", "",  "",  "", pos[n]["norm"],"","",""])  
#dictioniary1[m]["candidatedoing"].append(pos[n]["norm"]) 
# Windows 2007: candidatesoftware 
if "NOUN" in pos[n]["pos"] and "NUM" in pos[n+1]["pos"]:  
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c.execute("INSERT INTO skills VALUES(?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?)", [key, 
"" ,"" ,"", "", "", "", "", pos[n]["text"] + " " + 
pos[n+1]["text"],"","","", "","",""])  
#dictioniary1[m]["candidatesoftware"].append(pos[n]["text"] + " " + 
pos[n+1]["text"]) 
# IP netwerk protocollen: candidateknowledgeabout 
if "NOUN" in pos[n]["pos"]  and "NOUN" == pos[n+1]["pos"] and "NOUN" == 
pos[n+2]["pos"] and "NUM" not in pos[n-1]["pos"]: 
c.execute("INSERT INTO skills VALUES(?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?)", [key, 
"" ,"" ,"", "", "", "", "", "",  "",  "","",pos[n]["norm"] + " " +  
pos[n+1]["norm"] + " " +  pos[n+2]["norm"],"" ,""])  
#dictioniary1[m]["candidateknowledgeabout"].append(pos[n]["norm"] + " " +  
pos[n+1]["norm"] + " " +  pos[n+2]["norm"]) 
# netwerk protocollen: candidateknowledgeabout 
if "NOUN" in pos[n]["pos"]  and "NOUN" == pos[n+1]["pos"] and "NOUN" not in 
pos[n-1]["pos"] and "NOUN" not in pos[n+2]["pos"] and "NUM" not in pos[n-
1]["pos"] :   
c.execute("INSERT INTO skills VALUES(?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?)", [key, 
"" ,"" ,"", "", "", "", "", "",  "",  "","",pos[n]["norm"] + " " +  
pos[n+1]["norm"],"" ,""])  
#dictioniary1[m]["candidateknowledgeabout"](pos[n]["norm"] + " " +  
pos[n+1]["norm"])                         
# 3 jaar ervaring: candidateperson 
if "NOUN" in pos[n]["pos"] and "NUM" in pos[n-1]["pos"] and "NOUN" == 
pos[n+1]["pos"] :  # 3 jaar ervaring 
c.execute("INSERT INTO skills VALUES(?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?)", [key, 
"" ,"" ,"", "", "", "", "", "",  "",  "","","", pos[n-1]["norm"] + " " + 
pos[n]["norm"] + " "+ pos[n+1]["norm"],""])  
#dictioniary1[m]["candidateperson"].append(pos[n-1]["norm"] + " " + 
pos[n]["norm"] + " "+ pos[n+1]["norm"]) 
if "NOUN" in pos[n]["pos"] and pos[n]["URL"] is False and pos[n]["MAIL"] is 
False :    
#BOL4: candidatecertificate 
#BOL4: candidatesoftware 
#BOL4: candidatemethod 
if ("MISC" in pos[n]["ent"]) : 
c.execute("INSERT INTO skills VALUES(?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?)", [key, 
"" ,"" ,"", "", "", "", "", pos[n]["text"], 
pos[n]["text"],pos[n]["text"],"","","",""])  
#dictioniary1[m]["candidatesoftware"].append(pos[n]["text"]) 
# dictioniary1[m]["candidatecertificate"].append(pos[n]["text"]) 
#dictioniary1[m]["candidatemethod"].append(pos[n]["text"]) 
# netwerken: candidateknowledgeabout 
else: 
if ("ADJ" not in pos[n-1]["pos"]) and ("VERB" not in pos[n+1]["pos"]) and ( 
"VERB" not in pos[n-2]["pos"]) and ("VERB" not in pos [n-1]["pos"]) and 
("NUM" not in pos[n+1]["pos"]) and ("NOUN" not in pos [n+1]["pos"]) and 
("NUM" not in pos[n+1]["pos"]) and ("NUM" not in pos[n-1]["pos"] and "NOUN" 
not in pos[n+1]["pos"]) and ("NOUN" not in pos[n-1]["pos"]): 
c.execute("INSERT INTO skills VALUES(?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?)", [key, 
"" ,"" ,"", "", "", "", "", "", "","", "",pos[n]["norm"],"",""])  
#dictioniary1[m]["candidateknowledgeabout"].append(pos[n]["norm"]) 
except: 
pass 
n+=1 
connection.commit() 
connection.close() 
m+=1 
print(m) 
print("einde") 
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7.2 Script for matching all hexagaram POS-tag patterns tokens with the 

proposed features as input for the network 
CREATE TABLE test_split_hexa_1 AS       
       
SELECT  hexagram, hexaskill,        
      
substr(hexagram, 1, pos-1) AS eerstewoord,       
        
substr (hexagram, pos+1) AS laatstewoord1      
        
FROM (SELECT *, instr(hexagram, " ") AS pos      
        
FROM input_for_merge);         
     
            
  
CREATE TABLE test_split_hexa_2 AS       
       
SELECT hexaskill, eerstewoord, laatstewoord1,      
        
substr(laatstewoord1, 1, pos-1) AS tweedewoord,      
         
substr (laatstewoord1, pos+1) AS laatstewoord2     
         
FROM (SELECT *, instr(laatstewoord1, " ") AS pos     
         
FROM test_split_hexa_1);  
 
CREATE TABLE test_split_hexa_3 AS       
       
SELECT hexaskill, eerstewoord, tweedewoord, laatstewoord2,   
           
substr(laatstewoord2, 1, pos-1) AS derdewoord,      
         
substr (laatstewoord2, pos+1) AS laatstewoord3     
         
FROM (SELECT *, instr(laatstewoord2, " ") AS pos     
         
FROM test_split_hexa_2); 
 
CREATE TABLE test_split_hexa_4 AS       
       
SELECT hexaskill, eerstewoord, tweedewoord, derdewoord, laatstewoord3,  
            
substr(laatstewoord3, 1, pos-1) AS vierdewoord,     
         
substr (laatstewoord3, pos+1) AS laatstewoord4     
         
FROM (SELECT *, instr(laatstewoord3, " ") AS pos     
         
FROM test_split_hexa_3); 
 
CREATE TABLE test_split_hexa_5 AS       
       
SELECT hexaskill, eerstewoord, tweedewoord, derdewoord, vierdewoord, 
laatstewoord4,          
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substr(laatstewoord4, 1, pos-1) AS vijfdewoord,     
         
substr (laatstewoord4, pos+1) AS laatstewoord5     
         
FROM (SELECT *, instr(laatstewoord4, " ") AS pos     
         
FROM test_split_hexa_4); 
 
CREATE TABLE test_split_hexa_6 AS       
       
SELECT hexaskill, eerstewoord, tweedewoord, derdewoord, vierdewoord, vijfdewoord, 
laatstewoord5,          
    
substr(laatstewoord5, 1, pos-1) AS zesdewoord,     
         
substr (laatstewoord5, pos+1) AS laatstewoord6     
         
FROM (SELECT *, instr(laatstewoord5, " ") AS pos     
         
FROM test_split_hexa_5); 
 
CREATE TABLE test_split_hexa_7 AS       
       
SELECT hexaskill, eerstewoord, tweedewoord, derdewoord, vierdewoord, vijfdewoord, 
zesdewoord,           
  
substr(laatstewoord6, 1, pos-1) AS zevendewoord,     
         
substr (laatstewoord6, pos+1) AS laatstewoord7     
         
FROM (SELECT *, instr(laatstewoord6, " ") AS pos     
         
FROM test_split_hexa_6); 
 
SELECT hexaskill, eerstewoord, tweedewoord, derdewoord, vierdewoord, vijfdewoord, 
zesdewoord,           
  
substr(laatstewoord6, 1, pos-1) AS zevendewoord,     
         
substr (laatstewoord6, pos+1) AS laatstewoord7     
         
FROM (SELECT *, instr(laatstewoord6, " ") AS pos     
         
FROM test_split_hexa_6);  
CREATE TABLE input_for_merge AS 
SELECT hexaskill, eerstewoord, tweedewoord, derdewoord, vierdewoord, vijfdewoord, 
zesdewoord, zevendewoord, trim(laatstewoord7) as laatstewoord7 
from test_split_hexa_7; 
 
CREATE TABLE hexa_hexa AS         
     
SELECT *           
FROM input_for_merge AS a         
     
LEFT JOIN data AS b ON a.eerstewoord=b.TOKEN      
        
LEFT JOIN data AS c ON a.tweedewoord=c.TOKEN      
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LEFT JOIN data AS d ON a.derdewoord=d.TOKEN      
        
LEFT JOIN data AS e ON a.vierdewoord=e.TOKEN      
        
LEFT JOIN data AS f ON a.vijfdewoord=f.TOKEN      
        
LEFT JOIN data AS g ON a.zesdewoord=g.TOKEN  
LEFT JOIN data AS h ON a.zevendewoord=h.TOKEN  
LEFT JOIN data AS i ON a.laatstewoord7=i.TOKEN;   
 

7.3 Script for training the neural networks 
from keras.applications import ResNet50 
from keras.preprocessing.image import ImageDataGenerator 
from keras.layers import GlobalAveragePooling2D, Dense, Conv2D, Dropout, 
BatchNormalization 
from keras.models import Model  
from keras.callbacks import ModelCheckpoint, ReduceLROnPlateau 
from keras import regularizers 
from shutil import copy2 
from keras.layers import Input, Embedding, LSTM, Dense 
from keras.models import Model 
from keras.layers import concatenate 
from keras.callbacks import ModelCheckpoint 
from keras.callbacks import ReduceLROnPlateau 
from sklearn.model_selection import StratifiedKFold 
 
import pandas as pd 
import numpy 
from keras.datasets import imdb 
from keras.models import Sequential 
from keras.layers import Dense 
from keras.layers import LSTM 
from keras.layers.embeddings import Embedding 
from keras.preprocessing import sequence 
from keras.layers import Flatten 
# fix random seed for reproducibility 
seed=7 
numpy.random.seed(seed) 
import spacy 
import nltk 
import pandas as pd 
import re 
import sqlite3 
import numpy 
 
import scipy 
 
import csv 
from collections import defaultdict 
from collections import MutableMapping 
from contextlib import suppress 
from spacy.tokenizer import Tokenizer 
nlp = spacy.load("nl") 
 
df_merged = pd.read_csv("trigram_merged_input_model.csv", delimiter=";", 
error_bad_lines=False ) 
df_merged = df_merged.sample(n=25000, random_state=1) 
 
df_merged.tail() 
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df_merged = df_merged.drop(["eerstewoord" ,"tweedewoord", "derdewoord", 
"vierdewoord",   "laatstewoord3",  "laatstewoord4",  
                            "POSELSE", "POSELSE:1", 
"POSELSE:2","POSELSE:3","POSELSE:4", 
                            "TOKEN", "TOKEN:1", "TOKEN:2", 
"TOKEN:3","TOKEN:4", 
                            "STOPYES", "STOPYES:1", 
"STOPYES:2","STOPYES:3","STOPYES:4", 
                            
"MAILYES","MAILYES:1","MAILYES:2","MAILYES:3","MAILYES:4", 
                            "URLYES" ,"URLYES:1" ,"URLYES:2","URLYES:3", 
"URLYES:4",], axis=1) 
 
df_merged.tail() 
 
df_merged = df_merged.dropna() 
 
df_merged = df_merged.drop_duplicates() 
 
df_merged.to_csv("trigrams_nn_final_input.csv") 
 
sum(list(df_merged["trigramskill"])) 
 
df_merged.tail() 
 
y = df_merged[['trigramskill']].values 
 
x_all = df_merged.drop(['trigramskill'],axis=1).values 
 
x = 
df_merged.drop(['trigramskill',"UNIQUEID","UNIQUEID:1","UNIQUEID:2","UNIQUE
ID:3","UNIQUEID:4" ],axis=1).values 
x_words = 
df_merged[["UNIQUEID","UNIQUEID:1","UNIQUEID:2","UNIQUEID:3","UNIQUEID:4" 
]].values 
 
DEPTH =  [128,64,32] 
kfold = StratifiedKFold(n_splits=10, shuffle=True, random_state=7) 
cvscores = [] 
for train, test in kfold.split(x, y): 
    inp_features = Input(shape=(95,),name='main_input') 
    inp_words =Input(shape=(5,),name='word_input') 
    embed = Embedding(input_dim=486004 , output_dim = 128)(inp_words) 
    flat = Flatten()(embed) 
 
    merge = concatenate([inp_features,flat]) 
 
    x2 =  Dense(128,activation='relu')(merge) 
 
    for i in DEPTH: 
        x2 = Dense(i,activation='relu')(x2) 
     
    preds  =  Dense(1,activation='relu')(x2) 
 
    model = Model(inputs=[inp_features,inp_words],outputs=preds) 
    model.compile(optimizer='Nadam', 
loss='binary_crossentropy',metrics=['accuracy']) 
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    cp = ModelCheckpoint('trigram_model.hdf5' , monitor='val_loss', 
verbose=0, save_best_only=True, save_weights_only=False, mode='auto', 
period=1) 
    reduce_lr = ReduceLROnPlateau(monitor='val_loss', factor=0.2, 
patience=3, min_lr=0.000001) 
    model.fit([x[train], x_words[train]], y[train], epochs=5, 
callbacks=[cp,reduce_lr]) 
    scores = model.evaluate([x[test], x_words[test]], y[test], verbose =0) 
    print("%s: %.2f%%" % (model.metrics_names[1], scores[1]*100)) 
    cvscores.append(scores[1] * 100) 
print("%.2f%% (+/- %.2f%%)" % (numpy.mean(cvscores), numpy.std(cvscores))) 
 
# Save the weights 
model.save_weights('trigram_weights.h5') 
 
# Save the model architecture 
with open('trigram_architecture.json', 'w') as f: 
    f.write(model.to_json()) 
 
 
 
secret message 
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